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HOLDS

THE

Better Service Complaint Taken Up
With State Corporation Commission and the Railways.
public in and out
part of the county will be much
improved over the present conditions, if present plans will mature.
Whole sale houses and manufacs
turers who annually have
of representatives visit this
section, have taken up the matter
with the railway company and the
State Corporation Commission in
effecting better train connections
at Colfax, the junctioh point of the
E. P. & S. W. and the St. L. R.
M. & P. Railways.
For nearly a year these trains
have not been making connections
at Colfax. Passengers who desire
to go south were compelled to go
to Raton and board the Santa Fe.
The E. P. & S. W. leaves Colfax
just as the Rocky Mountain train
enters the station, thus delaying
the traveling public more than a
half day.
This inconvenience has caused
the traveling public and in particular tne salesmen to shun this section of the county, as the trip consumed too much time.
It is also learned that an attempt
js being made to have the train stop
Cimarron over night as it did before the railway company was taken over by the Santa Fe the first
of last August.
Should these plans mature, it is
imminent that the transportation
companies as well as this entire
section of the country will be
greatly benefitted thereby, and the
railways will, without an exception retain the good will and support of the populace.
thous-sand-

Convicts To

Work On
Canon Road

White Sox
Defeat The

Several Months Here

Ci.n-rro-

n

pected a good game will be witnessed by all who will be in attendance,

Prisoners Escape
Through Chimney

It has been practically decided
that the New Mexico Military Institute, one of the ten best military
schools in the United States in the
rating of the U. S. War Department, will move bodily, excepting
the buildings and grounds, to the
San Francisco exposition for the
final three weeks of the term in
1915 and hold its graduating exercises, drills and so on on the exposition grounds. It is believed that
ings. Rev. Runyan conducted re- the plan will give New Mexico one
vivals in Cimarron last year and of the finest advertisements she has
has numerous friends here.
ever received.

it

Nothing will be left undone by
the county road board to put the
road through the Cimarron canyon
in perfect condition and in fact the
entire road to the county line is to
be put in good shape for traffic.
The state convict gam: will be
put to work on the canyon road, it
dence of his pen work.
is learned, some time in the near
future and will at several intersections practically build a new high- Construction Work
way where it is now impossible to
keep one in good shape owing to
Ft.
Started On
the frequency of freshets.
The road through the canyon is
Bridge Over Vennejo
to be of a permanent character the
same as the scenic highway over
Work was started Monday by
the Raton Pass which was built by
the Levy Bridge company of Puebconvict labor last year.
The only bad road that keeps lo, Colorado, on the 120 foot span
the tourists from traveling over the bridge over the Vcrmejo one mile
route at the present time to Santa north of French on the Camino
Fe, is along the Rio Grande valley Real. Chas. Switzer is foreman
where it is impossible to cross sev- for the contractors and has a big
eral cricks. The state engineer force of men at work. The bridge
con
has estimated that it will cost nea- will be built of
rly $aoo,ooo to build a permanent crete and steel and when completi
road and bridges between Santa ,ed will be the county's largest and
most substantialbridge.
Fe and Taos.
Ray-nold- s

Commissioners

Hear Many

The Stockmen
Conditions were rarely more satisfactory for stockmen in this section than they are at the present
time. C. R. van Houten came
down from ranch Tuesday on some
business matters and in an interview said regarding stock and
range condition: "This is the best
year that I have seen in my experience in the cattle business; it is
extraordinary.
We are having
more rain this year than at any

Complaints

Monday was the last day for
payment of taxes and it was also
the first day of the meeting of the
county commissioners to discoss
protests made by taxpayers on the
The county
I0JI4 assessments.
court house was (or these reasons
ami! ;d all day with taxpayers
who congregated from all sections
of the county. The meeting of the
county commissioners was particularly interesting as the most busitime since 1903."
ness was centered in the chambers
Mr. van Houten is one of Col- where every one who desired to do
fax county's most substantial stock- so could part with his grievance in
men and speaks with authority on recjrd breaking time.
both stocK and range conditions.
He departed Wednesday morning
for Trinidad on a business visit.
Soldier Shoots A

To Be Caught
Wised up by the illustrious example of Santa Claus, two prisoners in the McKinley county jail at
Gallup, a Mexican bootlegger and
a forger, made a getaway by way
of the chimney.
Deputy sheriffs dragged the forger out of a rathole in an old clay-psouth of town, the fugitive having to be yanked vigorously by the
legs to detach him from the burrow in which he crawled. The
bootlegger was found complacently
eating frijoles by a fire a short distance out of town. The forger
wts released under a 30 day suspended sentence by Judge
recently but got the itch
again and victimized J. R. McLaughlin of Gallup, grabbing the
check and lighting a cigarette with
it when confronted with the evi

To Exposition

Rev. Simmons of Roswell arrived in this city this week to take up
theological work for the M. K.
church, which denomination stationed him in Cimarron for this
task. He will remain in this city
several months before returning to
Roswell where he has an assistant
in charge of his parish.
Mr. Simmons will assist Rev.
Runyan at the M. E. church next
week in a series of revival meet-

Year For

Raton Snapshots
The Bonnyman home was struck
by lightning Tuesday evening during the severe electrical storm.
Little damage was done to the residence.
r
member of the eighth
grade class received their diplomas Thursday
night accrediting
tbem to enter the high school after
eight years of faithful work in the
Forty-fou-

common scboois.
A. R. Davis let contracts last
week for the erection of a new
to Mr- - Croasdale the success
ful bidder.

ga-ra- ge

result of danger lanterns
put out along the water
ditches by some miscreants sever
al minor accidents have been reported to the city officials.
As the

being

traps bave
torn down by the
building inspector.
A

number

of old fire

been ordered

Maxwell Mockeries

120

Anro Jones aged

two years, son

of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Jones, who
reside on a farm seven miles northwest of Maxwell, wandered away

from the barn where he was with
bis father, and fell into an irrigation ditch. The father missing the
child, walked to the ditch to find
the little body floating down the
canal. The parents are prostrate
witn grief.
3500 additional acres of alfalfa
have been sown on the tract this
year making a total of 4500 acres.
(Cautioned oa last page.)
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KINGDOM

WiD Move Bodily

Continental Extraordinary
The ball game at Springer, Sunday between the White Sox and
the Continental teams resulted in
the victory for the former in a
score of 7 to 8. The game was
called promptly at 2:30, and owing to the slowness of the playing
it was fully 4:30 when the final out
was called
Maestes the 'twirler
for the Continental was incapacitated to pitch the game as he was
suffering from a dislocated shoulder. Gallagher and Barr did the
pitching throughout the game.
The Springer White Sox will
play the Continental team at
next Sunday, when it is ex-

THE

Military Institute

Roswell To Spend

Rys. Make Connect's

of the traveling
of the western

TO

Rev. Simmons Oí

Attempt To Have

.The convenience

KEYS

JUNE 4. 1914.

OF

COLFAX"

Large Tourist Traffic
For The Circle Drive
Towns Along Route Working Har
moniously In Conjunction With

Santa Fe Publicity Dept.
Developments during the past
few weeks have suddenly brought
home to the Santa Fe the unprecedented possibilities
of the 400
Mile Circle Drive from Raton to
Raton by wav of Cimarron Canyon, Taos, Santa Fe and Las Vegas. Less than two months ago it
was occasionally mentioned by
tourists who had been over the
route, but during the past few
weeks it has been the paramount
issue of numbers of good road enThe much mooted question of thusiasts and by a road association
the status under the law of the covering practically one half of the
Pueblo Indians in New Mexico has state. The county road boards are
again been brought into the courts, taking an active interest and solid
and action taken by the U. S. Dis- communities vie with one another
trict Attorney on Monday in Santa and the Santa Fe railway is doing
Fe reopens the whole controversy the publicity work all over the
and inaugurates one of the most country.
important test cases yet attempted.
With the towns along this route
The Indians, Ambrosio Martin- working together it is evident that
ez, E. Castellano and Lorenzo the tou.ists will commence to travTrujilla, are held in the Rio Arri- el over the 400 mile Circle Drive
ba county jail for an alleged viola- as soon as the road is in good contion of irrigation ditch regulations' dition.
in precihet 7 of that county. The
The 400 mile circle will be the
Indians were remanded to jail on greatest drawing card for tourists
order of the justice of the peace.
that northern New Mexico can present, and those who have been over it sav that its equal in scenic
beauty cannot be found in this or
Mexican Found

Jurisdiction

Over Injun

In The Court

any other country. Touristswho
are enroute to the Pacific coast
With Broken Neck
will take this side trip to enjoy the
sights that cannot be seen from
On A Ranch the Pullman window.
The culmination of the present
publicity campaign will mean that
Mexican Prisoner
thousands of tourists will motor
Mercal Gonzales, a trusted em- over this drive to expositions in
At Fort Wingate ploye of the Circle Diamond ranch 191 5, and that the travel will innear Roswell, for years, was found crease from year to vear as it bedead near Picacho Sunday with comes better known.
Four shots failing to frighten a his neck broken. It is claimed by
fleeing Mexican federal interne in- some natives in that section that
to surrendering, a soldier at the they know who committed the
Fort Wingate refugee camp shot crime as they saw the party with a
to kill the fifth time and there was club beating the man. It is stated
a burial at the post. This made that Mercal and his wife had trouthe eighth burial, seven internes ble three days ago; that she left
him and since that time be has
having died natural deaths.
been
intoxicated. This is the first
Nine refugees who managed to
killing
in the Picacho country for
cut the wirs and escape from the
No arrests have been made
vears.
stockade were recaptured at the
pueblo of Zuni, 60 miles south, by up to a late hour. If 'is reported
Corporal Maruna and a scout par- relatives commitied the deed.
ty. Pay checks are still received
Sunday was an unfortunate day
monthly by the internes from the
for pleasure seeking tourists in this
Mexican federal government.
Wants Sayso Of Land section of the country, as the result of the sudden and heavy rains
that came down in torrents for sevSpringer Spasms
eral hours. The highway in the
The state of New Mexico has Cimarron Canyon was the scene of
The giaduating exercises of the
exception to United States much trouble (or those who would
taken
Springer schools were held in the
in the matter of de- enjoy the beauties of that place in
jurisdiction
opera house Saturday .evening.
termining the character of the sec- the afternoon when the rains visitOfelio Arellano was seriously in- tions granted to it by congress, ed that .section. One car owned
jured and Mel. Salazar and Bob and has filed a plea to jurisdiction by parties in Dawson was tied up
slight injuries, of the land department to try sev- in the canyon for several days as
Bruce received
when an auto driven by the form- eral cases now pending before
the the result of breaking the rear axer, turned turtle between Springer Raton land office involving
title to el and some other minor damages
and the French tract. The car school sections. The plea was fil- to the machine.
was slightly damaged.
Others were compelled to abanded in the United "States land office
on their motor cycles and make the
Jacolo Lucero stabbed Sara Pa- in Santa Fe.
The result of the final outcome best of their mishaps. All togethcheco in the abdomen in a saloon
Wagon
Monday
Mound,
of
night.
the case, means either a large er the experiences will long be reat
died
gain
or loss to the state. In simi- membered by those who were the
time
a
within
Pacheco
short
after being stabbed. He was a lar cases concerning grants to the victims.
prominent figure in Wagon Mound other western states, the land deGene Lambert returned Monday
and had numerous friends. Lu- partment has exercised jurisdiction
cero was remanded to jail in de- in adjusting the claims of the from the Raton Tunnel for a visit
with his mother and other members
fault ol a I5000 bond which be states to mineral and
of the family a few weeks.
was unable to furnish.
land.

Sunday Bad

Day For

Motorists

non-miner- al

CIMARRON NEWS
L

FOREIGN.

AN EPITOME OF

Spaniards and Americans untied for
the first lime in memorial services for
the dead of both nations at Fort WilLIVE
liam McKlnley at Manfla.
Eleven coal miners were killed and
a number of others Injured by an exRECORD OF THE plosion of gas In the Sllkstone colliery
CONDENSED
at Wharncllffa, near Leeds, Eng.
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
Mme Calllaux, wife of Joseph Calll- HOME AND ABROAD.
aux, former French finance minister,
was formally remanded for trial on tbe
charge of killing Gaston Caltnette, ediof Figaro. The hearing is to begin
FROM ALL SOURCES tor
July 10 In Paris.
The German cruiser Strassburg left
St. Thomas, D. W. I., for Port Au
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE- Prince, her object being
the protection
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
of German Interests while unsettled
conditions exist In Haytl and tha
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Dominican empire.
Pelar Paul Von Mauser, Inventor of
Ww(ra Newspaper 1'nlon Nawa Sarvlca.
tbe rifle bearing hit name, died at
WESTERN.
Stuttgart, Germany, aged seventy-six- .
The Empress of Ireland was valued
The Chicago Municipal Courtt certi- at 12,000,000 and with her cargo, valfied balite hereafter will be awarded ued at $250.000, was fully
insured.
for adoption only to certified foster
The special Canadian Pacific relief
parents.
train carrying survivors from the
A "death march" of boya, orjranized
steamship Empress of Ireland was deby TTpton Sinclair, marched up and railed shortly
after leaving Rlmouskl.
down past the Standard Oil Company's So far as la known no one was inorrices in Chlrajro.
jured. Another train wib Immediately
At Kansas City, Dr. W. T. Elam was made up.
found not giilliy of killing; W. PutFrancisco Carbajal was elected
nam Cramer last November because chief
Justice of the Supreme Court of
the latter had broken up his home.
Mexico. Much political importance la
One man was killed and damage attached to this election, as 8 trior
totaling S7&0.000 done by a severe Carbajal represented the government
squall that swept Superior. Duluth in the peace negotiations at the ilmo
and tbe head of the lakes country.
of the Madero revolution.
The body of Harry Weakley, a
rancher, burned almost to a crisp, was
SPORT.
found under the wreckage of his autoMtaaillnic
of
I raarnr Cíate),
IVnlrn Won.
mobile on a highway near Fresno, Cal.
Clubs
Lost. Pet
26
14
Simple ceremonies marked the fun- Sioux City
.5
Denver
23
15
.80S
eral at Frank fort, Ky., of Senator W. St. Joaeph
1(
22
.674
Des
Moines
20
O. Bradley. Business was suspended
17
.841
jl)
Lincoln
.481
2t
during the services and throngs lined Omahu
17
21
447
u;,
Wichita
S94
the streets.
Toptka
28
.211
'....II
Society Is too ready to Intervene on
behalf of tho criminals, according to
Alfred Agostlnelll, a student aviator,
John B. Wlnslow, former chief Justice fell from his machine into the Mediterof the Supreme Court of Wisconsin, in ranean sea near Antlbes, France, and
an address to the Illinois Bar Associa- was drowned.
tion at Chicago.
Ted Johnson of Salt Lake won the
Frank Qeis, thirty-nine- ,
at Indian- News marathon race from IJttleton to
apolis shot Miss Inei Abranis, twenty-two- , Denver on Decoration day. Clyde
his sweetheart, through the Owens was second.
heart, killing her, and shot himself.
Swedish athletes will go to BudaHe probably will die. Jealousy and pest next month to Accept
despondency are said to have caused lenge of the Hungarians for the chal.
a track
tbe deed.
and field meet, Including all the
Fifty thousand hnrvest hands are events of the Olympic program. The
wanted within the next two weeks in date set Is June 27 to 28.
Oklahoma and Kansas. The state laTwelve
persons, including
bor commissioner of Kansas has writ- numerous thousand
society
of Denver and
ten to the Denver office of the Snnta Colorado Springs, folk
sought Decoration
Fé road, statin that 43,000 hands will day
be needed by June 12 to take caro of whererecreation at Overland park,
the Gentlemen's Driving and
the big wheat crop.
Kiaing Club presumed a matinee curMarzetta Sherburne, a professional tain riser to tbe mammoth horse rao-Inwhistler, who went to Philadelphia
meet which opens June 13.
from Colorado
several months ago,
Of the Bix men injured at Indianapcommitted suicide on a street there olis in
the
automobile race,
by shooting. Police say that letters
which was won by Rene Thomas, a
found In her handbag indicated that
Joe Dawson alone reshe had an unfortunate love affair Frenchman,
with a young man whose home is near mained In the hospital tbe following
day. Physicians said that extent of
the spot where she ended her life.
his Injuries probubly
would not be
Miss Oeorgla W. Jay, pretty plainknown for several days. His condition
tiff In a $50,000 breach of promise suit is serious.
against Homer Robeheaver, choir
Pitchers Kline and White of Sioux
leader for Billy Sunday, swooned In
the witness chair and fell Into her at- City gave a practical definition of ths
and
torney's arms In Chicago when her dlflerence between bonebead
mother's letter to the choir director masterly pitching at Broadway park
was read to a crowded courtroom by Sunday, and as a result Sioux City
passed through a fifteen-Inninskirhis attorney on
mish with the Bears with only a 6 to
Court was promptly adjourned.
ti tie against them.
It waa the lougeat
game that has been played in Denver
WASHINGTON.
this season, and it was full of tin ilia
Organization certificates incorpor- from the opening gun to reveille.
ating the twelve federal reserve banks
have been received at the Treasury
GENERAL.
Department.
Charles Becker waa sentenced to dls
President Wilson and Speaker Clark
delivered addresses at the Memorial in the electric chair at Sing Sing priIay services under the auspices of the son, New York, during the week beG. A. R. In Arlington National Come-tery- . ginning July 6th.
Eight miners were killed in an
Michigan produced 231,786 tons of anthracite colliery near Tainauqua,
coul. valued at $2.t55,27, in 1913, an Pa., when a cage in which they wen
Increase of 15.600 tons, according to being hoisted was pulled over a shaft
figures given out by the geological wheel.
survey.
Approximately two hundred thou.
of St
Inclosed thermometers at tbe ele- sand persons, about
vated weather bureau tu Washington ixula' population, attended the secregistered ninety-fivdegrees on tbe ond full performance pageant and mas28th, while those on tbe streets que of St. Ixmls.
marked 100.
William Arnold was killed, Henry
Anti-trus- t
legislation to be enacted Studs was fatally Injured and a dozen
at this session of Congress will carry other men hurt In a cyclone at Dan
no exemption from prosecution for ville, 111., when a barn In which they
labor organizations which may violate sought shelter was blown down upon
them.
laws against restraint of trade.
Mrs. Thomas Brackett Reed, widow
President Wilson and two members
of Ma cabinet. Secretaries Bryan and of tbe former speaker of the national
Daniels, participated In the formal house, died at Portland, Me., after
Mrs. Heed leaves a
opening of the American university, brief Illness.
the new national Methodist Episcopal daughter, Mrs. Arthur Baleutyue ol
school located on the Potomac heights Sun Diego.
overlooking tbe nation's capital.
Johnson N. Camden of Woodford
Representative Keating received a county, Ky., will be appointed United
favorable report from the House com- States senator June 16 by Governoi
mittee on pensions on his bill to pro- McCreery, to fill the vacancy caused
vide pensiona for the veterans of by the death of the late Senator W.
eleven Indian wars, from 1885 to Jan- Bradloy.
uary, 1881. Under this bill a survivor
Charging her husband with cruelty
years old or more, In inflicting upon her serious mental
who is sixty-twand who served ninety days or longer, suffering, the wile of Maury I. Dlggs,
will draw $20 a month, and on his who was convicted last summer ot
death hla widow will be entitled to violating the Maun law. haa. brouuhl
$12 a month.
suit at Woodlawn, Cal., for divorce.
To increase the efficiency of the
Dr. and Mrs. w A Winters, rath at
marine corps. Representative Britten and stepmother of Catherine Winters,
of Illlnota Introduced a bill to create aged nine, who disappeared from het
the grade of brigadier general In that borne at Newcastle, Ind., more than a
corps The measure would provide for year ago, were arrested on their arthe appointment of two officers of rival from Terrs Haute. Ind. They
this new grade by the President.
were charged with conspiracy to com"Red tape methods' in tbe adminis- mit a felony. This makes three arin rest In the cuse. W. H. Cooper, a tor
tration of government affair
Alaska were severely arraigned In a mer roomer lu the Winters home, barreport sent by Secretary bane of the ing been arrested.
Interior Dtpartment to Senator
Frederick U. Harriott, husband ot
and Representativo Houston, Clara Morris, the actress, died at ala
chairman of the Congressional commit- home lu Whitetone, U I . from
paralysis, aged seventy-fou- r
years.
tee on territories.
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Says State Must Look for Solution of
Vexing Economic and Social
Questions to Trained Men.

County Fair at
Meeting Htato
Association St Albuquerque
lfl-1-

(on.

Nov.

GEN.
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AT DURANGO
TO REJECT

OFFERS.

Nfi Barrica.

Albuquerque, N. M. The educated
rltlxen is the hope of the state. It M
Pecos.
the university trained man to whom
Qnav
county
has ninety-eigh- t
the state must look for the nolntlon of
schools.
vexing economic and social questions,
Kndee has a good roads association
declared
Herbert W. Clark of Las Veforty strong.
gas. In an address to the graduate
Steel for six new bridges has ar- of the University of New Mexico at
rived at Raton.
their commencement exercises in
San Juan county has minor $4,000 Rodey hall on the campus. A large
for a big highway.
crowd packed the hall for the occaRapid progress is being made on Ra- sion. "The university and the state,"
was Mr. Clark's subject and he showed
ton's water system.
Five thousand dollars Is being apent that the university la the state's most
Important adjunct
by Lincoln county or. Its roads.
Felix Martinez of El Paso, here en
The United StRten upends $100.000 route
to Las Vegas, where he deliver
surveys
annually on Its
In New Mexithe commencement address at the
co.
Norma' University, was Introduced
Artesla shipped three cara of toma- and made a neat address at the exertoes to El Paso for consumption by cises. The commencement program
the soldiers.
concluded w,lth the annual alumni banOne dairyman over in Roawell pu: quet.
on sale in one week four thousan.1
pounds of brick cheese.
Coal Tonnage Increased.
The town of Texico, Union county,
Las Vegas. "Tbe production of
will vote on prohibiting the sale of coal In New Mexico In 1913 was 3,
liquor In the place on June 9th.
708.806 short tons, with a value at the
Seventy-fivTaos má recently mines of $5.401,260, according to the
In
turned out and in one duy pat eight- United States Geological Survey.
1913, as In 1912,
New Mexico outeen miles of road lu good shape.
stripped all previous records in the
The State Corporation Commission
has announced that the Silver City production of coal. The output In
depot case will be continued to June 1912 was 3,536.824 short tons, valued
at $5,036,824. compared with which
26.
that of 1913 showed an increase of
Casimiro Euclnias was convicted ac 171,982 tons In quantity, and of $364,-20I as Vegas of
the killing of Placido Luin value. The average price per
cero at Tecolotlto on the night of Feb- ton in 1913 was $1.33. The number
ruary 21.
of men employed In the coal mines of
Los Lunas, Valencia, Los Lentes, New Mexico Increased from 3,928 In
Paralta and Tome, all towns in Valen- 1912 to 4,329 in 1913.
cia county, went wet In local option
elections.
Custer Captive Sentenced.
Judge Pope at Santa Fé appointed
Santa Fé. Claiming he was a memAttorney W. A. Fleming Jonea ol Las ber of
expedition which capCruces U. S. Commissioner, vice Lyt-to- tured Gerónimo, Alexander Robinson,
R. Taylor, resigned.
alias Pablo Sandoval, an Apache, InS. R. Gerriteon, at Maxwell, had a dicted for tho murder of Francia
gross income last year from his farm Morujo, an Isleta Indian, withdrew bla
plea of not guilty of murder and
of $8,000 in cash, and has netted
pleaded guilty to voluntary manin the last flvo years.
He' waa sentenced to a
A four days' convention of the slaughter.
Churches of Christ in New Mexico and term of three years In tbe penitenwest Texas waa held lu Las Vegas, tiary and fined $500 by Federal Judge
with a large attendance from all puns W. H. Pope.
Of the district- Boy Slays Man; Accident Is Plea.
A tabernacle on the Greek amphl-tthate- r
Albuquerque.
District Attorney
style is to be built on the RuiU. Vigil ordered an investigadoso, In the heart of the beautiful Manuel
tion Into the death at Rio Puerco of a
mountain country west of Roswt II for sheepshcarer
named Anzares, supa Hummer Bible conference.
posedly killed by an accidental shot
A record price In tbe sale of milch from a rifle In the hands of c young
cowm was reached at Artesla when a son of Benito Savedra, a wealthy
heifer coming two years old and which sheep owper.
had never had a calf, brought the record price of $113 at the sale of C. H.
To Extradite Convict.
Raulerson.
Santa Fé. Governor McDonald has
Another sportsmen's dab lias been signed requisition papers on the govformed at Roswell
and tho Chain ernor of Missouri for the extradition
lakes, the last of the fishing lakes In of Henry Jacobson, the convict capthat locality which have been open to tured in St. Joseph, Mo.
the public will be posted and main
t&ined as a private preserve.
Restored to Citizenship.
Santa Fé. Governor McDonald has
The Howard
Lumber und Timber
Company filed incorporation papers In re'tored Lester Creevy to citizenship.
the office of the state corporation Creevy was sent to the penitentiary
commission with office at 1ji Madera, from Socorro county for larceny of
Rio Arriba county, and C. II. Mayo, of sh op and had been paroled.
La Madera, statutory agent.
Recruiting Officer.
The U. S. Land office officlala at
Santa Fé. First Lieutenant John C.
Santa Ké received sixty-eigh- t
homeWatson has been appointed- - war restead patents for about 10,'M)0 acres cruiting officer In Company I, First
of land and homesteaders were noti- Regiment,
New
Mexico
National
fied to surrender their final certifi- Guard,
at Deming.
cates to obtain these patents.
According to reliable information
Two Fires in Sacramentos.
Henry Daniels, colored, who In 1896
Santa Fé. Kami Commissioner R.
killed two men in Silvor City and who, P. Frvien has been notified that there
after his release from the penitentiary have been two forest fires in the Sackilled another at Mogollón, finally ramento mountains. The damage was
came to a violent death in Torreón.
not heavy.
Raton will spend $300.000 for a
Peacemaker "Gets His," as Usual.
new municipal water plant.
Las Vegas. You can always bet on
Ot a population in Mexico of 15,000,-00it Is said that tbe white races num- the peacemaker to get It handed to
ber 3,000,000; half breeds,
,000,000; him. The example of Bill Rryin and
pure blood Indians, 6,000.tio, but that W. WlUon Is a Case In point. The lo,
even the white are not all of wholly cal Instance is that of Oerontmo
who unwisely borrowed the gun of
pure blood. Eight millions can neither
the proprietor when he attempted to
read nor write.
intercede tn a quarrel in George
Leaving a message that he waa a King's saloon at Watrous. A quarrel
refugee from Mexico "stabbed and started outside and Roybal wanted to
robbed by bandits" and that day after step it. His uncle, Ricardo Martinez
day he had tramped the cities looking tried to take the gun away from Royfor work only to find "men's hearts bal and in the Bcuffle he got a bullet
harder than the paving stones," a man hole through the leg.
whose name is believed to be F. Brady
ot Acapulco, Mexico, hanged himself
Plats Are Approved.
4n a room he had rented in an adoba
Santa Ké. It will be good news to
in Manhattan avenue In Santa Fé.
hundreds of homesteaders in southern
Tbe ladles of the Grand Army of New Mexico, especially In Grant, Luna
the Republic, Abraham Lincoln Circle, and Dona Ana counties, to learn that
No. 3, signed by Irene Stevens, presi- the plats for a doxen or so townships
dent; Mary E. Hopper, Murcha Weld-lnge- just surveyed by the government,
and Eva L Hyre all of Albu- have been approved by the secretary ot
querque, N. M
filed a memorial the interior end phototypes made of
throagh Congressman Fergusson pro- them for filing In the laud office at
testing against any change In the Las Cruces as soon as former SurveyUnited States flag. The memorial or General John W. MBrch signs the
was referred to the committee oa plats which were received by Surveymilitary affairs.
or General Lucius W. Dills
The store of Bond, Ndhl ft Co., at
Española, a brick structure, 160x300 Land Commlsloner Brags on Roads.
feet in dlmensiona and two atories
Santa Fé. There has been a good
high, was totally deatroyed by fire deal of comment about the bad roads
with Its contents at a loss of approxi- In New Mexico, ami the wear and
mately $110,000, with insurance to tear they cost the motorists on his
s
of its value.
nearly
machine. Now comes Land CommisTbe appeal of tbe New Mexico Wool sioner R. P. Ervten, who travels ail
Growers Association from the deci- over the state on roads and oft the
beaten truck when he wishes, to look
sion of the state corporation conuni
slou that the A. T. ft S. F need not at a certain piece of land, with the
Install stockyards scales at various emphatic declaration that New Mexistations "as a convenience" to cattle co cumiare most favorably with oth
shippers, has been transferred to the it htuteti, considering population and
Fishing

Dog Mothers Kittens.
Mike, a rat terrier owned by William Bailey of Georgetown, was dis-

REBELS DEFY

UNIVERSITY 18 HOPE OF STATE
DECLARES M, W. CLARK.

PEOPLE

Hept.

NEEDED

covered yesterday mothering a pair of
kittens he had stolen from the home
of a neighbor. Mike had gone to
the house, picked the kittens up by
the neck, and carried them to his own
home, where he was discovered playing with them and making them comfortable in every way. When, the two
kittens were returned to their mother
Mike was Inconsolable, and has since
h
refused to eat. Georgetown (Del)
to the Philadelphia Inquirer.
Dis-patc-

HUERTA

FAMILY

FLEES

MRS. LYON'S
DICTATOR'S
WIFE AND FOUR
SONS REPORTED TO HAVE
SAILED FOR EUROPE.
W"

astern Neirrpaper Union Newe Servlee.

Washington,

June

with the receipt of

Coincident

2.

re-

d

ports

that President Huerta's wife
and four sons had sailed for Europe
on a German ship, the administration
received a
statemeut
from General Carranza's
Duran go
headquarters defying the ABC mediators and the United States to force
acceptance by him of their Mexico reorganisation plans.
In the meantime mediation proceedings at Niagara Falls practically are
deadlocked over the question of Constitutionalist representation.
Constitutionalist agents In Washington Issued their first formal statement since the Niagara Falls Mediation Conference began.
Luis Cabrera, on behalf of himself
and his colleagues Rafael Zubaran and
Jose Vansconcelos, outlined the constitutionalist attitude toward the question of representation at Niagara
Falls, maintaining that It is for the
United States and not for the mediators or the representatives of General
Huerta to decide whether representatives of the Constitutionalist cause
should take part in the deliberations.
The statement from Durango, where
Carranza's provisional government has
been established several days, was addressed to the American press, with a
note to the effect that it had official
sanction although it was not a formal
declaration.

ACHES AND PAINS
Have All Gone Since Taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Ten Hill, Pa. "Kindly permit mm
to gire you my testimonial in favor of
Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable

semi-offici-

Com-poun- d.

When I first

began taking it I
was suffering from,
female troubles for
some time and had
almost ail kinds of
aches pains in lower part of beck and
in sides, and prase
ing down pains. I
could not sleep and
had no appetite. Since I have taken
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound the aches and pains are all gone
and I feel like a new woman. I cannot
praise your medicine too highly. "Mrs.
Augustus Lyon, Terre Hill, Pa.
It is true that nature and a woman's
work nas produced the grandest remedy
for woman's Uls that the world has
From the roots and
ever known.
herbs of the field, Lydia E. Pinkham,
forty years ago, gave to womankind
a remedy for their peculiar ills which
has proved more efficacious than any
other combination of drugs ever compounded, and today Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound is recognised
from coast to coast as the standard
remedy for woman's ills.
In the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn,
Mass., are files containing hundreds of
MRS. DUNLEAVY AMONG DEAD. thousands of letters from women seeking health many of them openly state
Bodies of Wreck Victims Claimed by over their own signatures that they have
Relatives.
regained their health by taking Lydia
Quebec, June 2. Identification of E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound;
the dead from the wreck of the Ca- and in some cases that it has saved them
nadian Pacific steamer Empress of from surgical operations.
Ireland Is proceeding more rapidly
than was expected. Nearly 100 of the
138 bodies brought here by the tender
Ladv Grey have been recognized by
friends and relatives. This is in addition to the eighteen bodies identified
and claimed at Rlmouskl. The body
of Mrs. F. H. Dunlevy of Denver waa
Identified.

Distress

AfterEatbg

Ottawa. The British and Canadian
governments are
to make
the most thorough possible investigation Into tbe sinking of ibe steamer
Empress of Ireland.
The disaster will be Inquired into
by a royal commission of three. The
British government has appointed
George Vaux as its representative. He
has already sailed from England and
will reach Montreal June 8, when the
Inquiry will be commenced.
The
other two members of the commission
will be Judges of the Canadian admiralty court.
While the commission is organizing
Captain Lindsay, the wreck commissioner of the government, is carrying
on a preliminary investigation.
Bessemer Flooded by Cloudburst.
Considerable additional
damage was done In Pueblo Sunday
night by high water in the Fountain
river and a cloudburst which seemed
to center over Bessemer and Minne-qu- a
Heights.
Pueblo.

California Volcano

In Active Eruption.
Redding,
Cal. Mount
Lassen, a
peak in the Sierra Nevada, between

is not usually caused from
what one cats but from food
not properly digested and excessive fermentation.

Stop Fermentation
and you will not suffer with
Indigestion of the stomach and
Intestines, for Indigestion affects the other organs of the
body which makes it necessary
to aid imperfect Digestion.

Booth-Overto-

n

Dyspepsia
Tablets

Immediately Relieve

Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Heartburn, Belching Gas and Sour
Stomach. Buy a 50 cent bottle aí your druggist's, safe in
the belief if the tablets do not
help you

Money Refunded

A trial box of six tablets will
Plumas and Shasta counties, California, Is in eruption. A new crater
be sent direct from our office
baa opened In the sido of the mounon receipt of 10 cents.
tain, with lateral fissures running In
Booth-Overto- n
all directions. Ashes cover the ground
to a distance of three miles, and large
U
boulders have been ejected from the
crater. A cloud of smoke and steam DAISY FLY KILLER
S
hangs over the mountain.
tlM. Matt, Jeta, or
Mount
naaiantal. ooavjajaat
Lassen la 10,437 feet high and of volekaap.
Ltit. all
canic origin. There is evidence that
Mtiei. Made I
metal, oteliplllorMp
waa
in eruption at a comparatively
it
orari will aol toll 01
I ajara ear
g
thief
recent period, although
Ueereateod off antra
the entry of the white man into CaliAlldealere orinal
tor Ml Ja
n.td
UDNH
fornia.
BASOLO IOMUI, IN Dátala Ara.. Brooklf a,
T.

Co.

Xtta

ante-datin-

Wilson Studying Dynamiters' Case.
Chicago. The date set for the
twenty-fou- r
defendants In the dynamite cases to surrender themselves at
the prison at Leavenworth or to the
United States marshal here was deferred from June 6, the date originally
set, to June 25. Tbe respite Is due to
the fact that President Wilson needs
more time to study the petitions for
their pardon presented when the last
court decision went against them.

CASH PAID FOR GENUINE

ELK TEETH
aisTNOCK

uuuuu

DEFIANCE STARCH
constantly growing in favor because

it

Does Not Stick to the Iron

sod it will not injure the finest fabric. Pot
Fish Traína In Fatal Crash.
laundry purposes it hat BO equal. 16 Oa.
Ford Huno, fireman, was package
10c
more starch for sanie mosey.
scalded and crushed to death; John DEFIANCE
STARCH CO, Omaha, Nebraska
uers, veteran engineer, was seriously injured, and at least ten others,
Including eight passengers, suffered
HAIR BALSAM
ar.paraHan of Maria,
n.inor Injuries, when Platte Canon fish
Atol
Heluato aradlueu dudniC
78,
train No.
northbound, and Morrirer rraelaelae r nlm
rtaar J
son train No. 60. southbound, Colo15!" víV
"SWMWISJISl
rado ft Southern railway, crashed together in a 1 head-o- n
eolllalon near
West Third avenue and Tejon street.
Two men were Injured in rescue rork
Immediately afterward.
w.
Denver.
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CIMARRON NEWS
Aa he passed out of the door, an or- return of her
usual lightness "and
derly entered the room, atepped to the yon are all discharged."
Oldest Wslshman.
side of Lieutenant Foray, the senior
The oldest Welshman In the world
"Do you mean that. Miss Mltford
or ue two officers on duty, clicked his
Is Mr. Thomas Morris, who Uves at
I certainly do."
neeis together and saluted
Westernvllle, Neb.
wen, i suppose If we are really
Although be Is
"Secretary's compliments, sir, and discharged, we will
now an American cttlten, he waa born
go,"
to
have
ro
he wants to know If there Is anything turneo tne other.
a subject of Oeorge III, at the little
irom uenoral Lee," he aald.
village of Berrlew, Montgomeryshire,
QUOTATIONS
"Yes," said his companion regret"My compliments to the secretary,'
on January 16, 1794. He Is therefore
fully, "but we are mighty sorry to see
returned tho lieutenant. "I have Just you In such low spirits."
one hundred and twenty years old.
WUrn Newspaper Union New. Serrle.
sent s message to his office with
His father waa an agricultural la"Would you like to put me in real
DENVER MARKETS.
duplicate
for the president"
ood spirits, you two?" aaked Caroborer and died when the boy was three
BEING THE HAPPENINGS OFANIGHT
The president's with the cabinet line,
years old. Morris waj apprenticed to
Cattle.
to read these young
ret elr, ' returned the orderly. "He dandlesresolved
DI RICHMOND IN THE SPRING OF 1865
a cobbler and followed his trade tn
who were staying at home a Beer steers, corn fed, good
to choice
didn't go homo. The secretary's there, lesson.
$7.B038.o5 this country until 1871, when, at the
too. They want an operator right quick
steers, corn fed. fair
BY
age of seventy-nine- ,
"Wouldn't we?" they both cried to- Beef
he emigrated to
to good
8.75 7.60
to take down some cipher telegrams
gether. "There's nothing we would like Beef
America.
steers, pulp fed, good
Lieutenant Foray looked over to bis better."
The old man Is very proud of the
to choice
"Well, I will tell you Jnat what to do Beof steers, pulp fed, fslr T.50O8.50 fact that he haa lived In three cenBCYRUSTOWNSEND BRADY subordinate.
uot anything on, ChartleT" he then," returned the girl gravely and
to good
turies. He remembers the union of
7.0007.50
ILLUSTRATIONS BY EDGAR REM SMITH
called out
Beef steers, hay fed, good
with deep meaning.
Great Britain and Ireland, the assassiCoywkmt 1912 By Dodd.MuoawCommky
"Not right no W." answered Lieuteu- to choice
Everybody In the room, with the ex7.25 8.00 nation of President Lincoln and the
ant Allison
ception of Lieutenant Foray, waa now Beef steers, hay fed, fair
laying of the first Atlantic cable.
to
good
go
"Well,
over
9.8007.25
with the orderly to listening Intently.
gave entrance to a corridor. The
SYNOP8I8.
Morris can still walk with the aid
Heifers,
prime
corn
.
.
fed
7.00
7.75
the
cabinet room and take down their
"Start right out this very night." Cows and
0
doom were of handsome tnahoaran
of a stick and aee with tbe aid of.
heifers,
w,f
corn
fed,
o
VHrr"'Y'
ciphers.
Hurry back though." aald said the girl, "and don't stop till you
i
good to
fJír from
huwounds.
let on Hhoeon andConfederate
another U but they had been kicked and battered
0.5007.25 spectacles, which he first purchased
get to where my rest friends are, lying Cows and choice
reluctantly gives until varnish ami polish had both dis Foray aa Allison slipped on hla coat
after passing bis hundredth birthday.
heifers,
corn
fed,
consent for Wilfred, the youngest, to
both officers had been working In their in trenches and ditches
Íner the army If hla
fslr to good
and earth5.7506.50 His hearing Is good, and he enjoys a
father consents. The appeared and they looked as dllanl shirt sleeves "we need you
works
We
tows
between
ns and the Yankee
here.
and heifers, pulp fed,
dated as the
ietr' laat
cup of tea or coffee with each meal.
corners and
In .Í Lrf;".to mkn
capture Richmond. assault
good to choice
In the office now guns."
Mlth me broken moldings. On tbe other are so
8.50 0 7.25 Dally Expreas.
,rom
a
ZSSSí
Davis
I
Cows
that
m"!
know
dont
how
and
wc
heifers,
"Rut really. Mise Mltford." began
pulp fed,
are going to
commlartori for Capt. Thome, who la Juat side of the room, three long French
get through tonight 1 can't handle one, his face flushing at
fair to good
recovoring from wound, aa chief of the windows gave
6.604J6.50
her severe re Cows
entrance to a shallow
Far Real Speeding.
II 5'.r?íí.tl R'"hmond. Capt. Thorn
and
heifers,
hay fed,
"
buke, you don't absolutely mean
buicon of cast iron fantastically mold four Instruments, and
"Pop," said Inquisitive Ignatx, "how
good
to
choice
"I
6.2507.00
my
will
Pi1' i'rlre
do
best,"
muit not go and tell
that"
Allison
ed,
said
which
hung
against the outer wall
Cows and heifers, hay fed,
fast can a horse go?"
.
from the
SIT.
. "mmlaloo
turning away rapidly.
"So far as we are concerned," aald
rangely agitated and W-I- neyona tnis the observer peering
Í1
fair to good
s r.nffnd 55
"Well," replied father, "a mile In
He
bowed
aa
accept. Thorne
so
he
did
"
one
to
rnnot
of
a
nrougn
the
messengers.
little
Including his dinners and cutters
the dusty panes could discern party
escape while JCdlth leave tb room to
4.0005.00 two minutes and four seconds Is con
which
at
that
com)inii!..!iH
moment
entered
with a sweep of his hand Veal calves
ei trie commlaalon, but la smvented by the large white pillara of the huge
7R sidered good
speed.
Why do you
oí Caroline JOffbrd. Wilfred'
porch which overhung the front of the the room through the door, obstruct "we'd like nothing better, but thev Bulls
b.00ir76.60
lo "rr'v'l
r1,
aakr
Mr.ng his passage. There were two very won't let us go, and "
Arralaford of Iba Con-i- r building.
8tflK
5.7507.00
away
Further
bevond
th
service, a rejected aultor
"Oh, I waa Just thinking," replied
and span young officers with
I know they won't." said Caroline Feeders and stockers, good
, detacu
kdlth .""I1
Jona. Mm Varney' shadow of the porch were vlalble the spick
gnat 7.. "what a shame It waa that Paul
to choice
T.Odskf.U
no, fr"
prisoner lighta of the sleeping town, seen dimly Miss Caroline Mltford between them, hut so far as you two gentlemen are
P"
.carn"n
Revere. Tam O'Shanter, and John GilL? il.
Feeders and Mockers, fair
Arrelsford uapecta it
wnne just behind loomed the ponder concerned. I renlly mean
i rri"Mn
for Thorn. The note reaato: in tne bright moonlight.
It Go and
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pin didn't have motorcycles."
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Attack tonlaht
figure
of
old
fight
Plan 1 Ule Tele- the
Martha.
Yankees
The
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few
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Arrelsford declarea Thorne la
G w a Dumont
You
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flitches
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right
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a
few nights until those
here.
had probably once contained
mon to fair
of the Federal secret
6.5006.26
Important to Mothers
rvloe and that hi brother
Henry la a had been long since displaced by the Martha: I won't be long." said Caro uniforms you've got on look as If they
Examine carefully every bottle of
prisoner In Llbby.
Kdlth refunaa to
line,
pausing
might
a moment to let the oth
have been of some use to some
rude telegraph equipment and the
Hogs.
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
and turiresta that Thome be cobody. If you are so anxious to do some Good hogs
nnoted with Wthe prisoner aa a teat heavy plaater cornices and moldinga ers precede her.
8.0508.16 Infants and children, and sea that It
and
llfred collaborate on a
The two young men Btopped on thing for me, that Is what you can do
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to Join the army. An order cornea were sadly marred by telegraph wirea
Bears the
stTst
Sheep.
either side of the door end waited for It is the only thine I want. It Is the
Vainey for Wilfred to
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to
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front at once. Edith I forced tables, rough pine
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only thltiK anybody wants."
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TO
carry nut
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Ewe
5.5006.26
.messenger here!" cried Lieutenant Yearlings
h gives him the meaaaaje ta ried the Instrumenta. There were two
Miss Mltford," said the elder, "thla
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Children
Cry ior Fletchers Caetoria
6.5007.00
waucn ne reaos without of these tables,
Foray
as
young
Is
the
two
the department telegraph office."
officers, humil
betraying hlmaelf. He auapecta thnt he la
each with a telegraph
Wethers
6.0006.60
being watched. The prleoner
key at either end. One of them stood
you," said Caroline, enter iated beyond expression by the taunts Lambs (shorn)
Thank
Inthruat
6.2507.25
to tne room alone with Thome, who
Seeing la Believing.
e
near the center of the room, and the ing the room with only the briefest of of the impudent young maiden, backed Ewas (shorn)
him a hi
6.0005.25
Henry
Miss Brow- n- Do you think that
Iumont. They put eldera brother.
other up againat the fine old marble acknowledgments of the profound away and finally managed to mako an
fight
fake
and
Sally Collins believes in this "uplift"
Henry accidentally klfla hlmaelf.
ungraceful exit through the open door,
Hsy.
mantel, chipped, battered, ruined like bows of her escorts.
movement?
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O.
B.
by
ronowed
Denver.
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Price.)
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the
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rest
of
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very
evidently
measen
of
the
the room. For the rost, the
much agi
CHAPTER IX Continued.
Miss Jones From the way in which
Colorado upland, per
gers,
14.00015.00
Not at first comprehending exactly apartment contained a deak, shelves tated and troubled over what she was ence who took advantage of the pres Nebraska upland, per ton.
she
mounts a street car I have no
ton.
12.00013.00
of
young
the
girl
with
to indulge In Second
the batteries on them, and half a about to attempt. The two young
what had happened. Thorne rose to
bottom, Colorado
doubt of it.
his feet, took the revolver from the aosen chairs of the commonest and men followed her as she stepped down this grave breach of discipline
and
Nebraska, per ton. 11.00012.00
Messenger!" cried Foray impa Timothy,
per ton
other'a hand, and stood over the body cheapest variety. The floor waa bare, the long room.
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handsome old clock
"Harry I " he whispered. "My God,
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on the wall above the mantel, the
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But Henry Dumont was past speak- hands of which pointed to the hour of aaked Caroline mystified.
Female clerks In the British postal
He looked up at the same time, and
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ing. He simply smiled at his brother ten.
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man
people poured In; the soldiers from young man, Lieutenant Allison, sat at a perfunctory and absent-mindenappy,
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of
16 ' IN
for the cause. There and louder, while the tramp of many
key called Lieutenant Foray away.
"I had attack of
Ducks
waa a tumult of shouts and sudden feet sounded In the street below.
16
kidney
trouble
for
rvrft PVtai
Excuse
me,"
he said, stepping Qeese
five yeara,"
y 'F.
13
"What's that?" asked one messencries :
014
quickly to his table.
N.
prop,
Conrad.
ger
of
the other.
"Where la he? What haa he done?
1414
clear atore,
Miss Mltford who had never before
Eggs.
Pearl BL. Boulder,
"I don't know," waa the answer,
Thla way now!"
been In a telegraph office, was much Eggs, graded No. 1
Colo.
"Often
was
I
net, F.
o bad with pain In
Most of thoaa who entered bad eyas "troops of some kind. I'll look out
mystified by the peremptory manner
O. B. Denver
my back,
20
could
only for the man lying upon the floor, and aee."
In wtaloh the officer had cut her short, Eggs, graded No. 2
hardly sat around. I
net. F.
heard o much about
He stepped to one of the long win
blood welling darkly through hla gray
but she bad nothing to do but wait
O. B. Denver
16
Doan'
Kidney
dows,
ahlrt expoaed by the opening of his
opened It, and went out on the
I'llla that I didded
Presently the message was tran- Eggs, case count, less com
to try them.
They
coat which had been torn apart in balcony. The other young fellows
mission
scribed and another messenger was
6.40
acted Juat a
the struggle. Three people had eyes clustered at his back or peered through
and relieved
called.
ma In a abort time.
only for Thome, the man who hated the other windows.'
Butter.
"Over to the Department, quick as
Bine
then I hav
bim, the girl who loved him, and the
It's the Richmond Grays," aald the
28
used them occaion-all- y
you can go. Thf y are waiting lor It," Creameries, ex. Colo., lb.
I renmerles, ex.
and hav alwaya
lb.
East.
28
woman who suspected blm.
observer outside.
said Foray. "Now, wi,at was It you Creameries, 2d
had food resulta t
grade, lb.
23
will never tall ta
Thorne did not glance once at the
'Yes, that's what they are. You can
wanted me to do. Miss Mltford?"
troceas
recurnmond them.
21
girl who loved him. or at the man who aee their uniforms. They must be
J ust to to send a telegram," falPacking stock
Cat Doan' at Any Star. So a Bos
17
hated him, or at the woman who su
Bending them down to the lines at
tered Caroline.
pected him. He fixed hla eyea upon Petersburg," said another
"It's private business. Is It not?"
Fruit.
the corporal of the guard.
"Well, I don't believe they would Ths Instruments Kept Up a Contlnu said Foray.
Apples, Colo., extras, box.. .$2.5003.00
CO.. BUFFALO. N. Y.
ous Clicking.
J nere's your prisoner, corporal," send the Grays out unless there was
Apples. Colo., fancy, box . . . 2.0002.50
"Yes, It ft strictly private."
he aald calmly, without a break In bis something going on tonight," obApples,
you
Colo.,
choice, box. . . 1.2501.60
"Then
will have to get an order
had escorted her, who had remained
SPECIAL
voice, although auch anguish poaaeaaed served a third
silent, now entered the conversation from "
him aa be had never before experiVegetables.
"Tonight, why, by heavens, It's aa
That If. what I thought," said CaroThe most economical, cleansing and
"Have you been receiving some bad
Potatoes, cwt
enced and lived through, but hla con- quiet as a tomb," broke in a fourth. news. Miss Mltford?"
line, "so here It Is."
.1.0001.75
germicidal of all antiséptica la
be
sympaasked
trol waa absolutely perfect.
"Why didn't you tell me before," re"I don't hear a sound from the front." thetically.
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
And hla quiet words and quiet deturned Foray, taking the paper. "Oh
"That's probably what'a worrying
"Oh. no."
meanor increased the hate of one them. It la so damn unusual," reMajor Selwln "
"Maybe aome friend of yours haa
Lead and Spelter.
man, and the suspicions of one wom- turned tbe first messenger.
"Yes, lie he's one of my friends."
gone to tbe front, and" Interpoaed
St. Louis. Mo. Lead $8.80.
an, and the lovi and admiration of tbe
"Things have come to a pretty pass the first officer.
"It's all right then," Interposed the
Spoltor $4.;606.OO.
other.
A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
If tbe grandfathera
New York Lead S3 85tfi3 BK- of the borne
"Well, supposing he had." aald Cam. lieutenant, who was naturally very
-your
meres
18 17s 6d.
don,
prisoner,' he aald, guard have got to go to the front," re- line, "would you call that bad
businesslike and peremptory.
be dissolved in water aa needed.
news?"
lipping hla revolver slowly back Into marked another.
Spelte- r- $6.06fi6.16: London
He pushed a chair to the other aide
"I don't know as you
would exactly
Aa a medicinal antiseptic for douches
Ha holster. "We had a bit or a atrug-glof the table, placed a small sheet of 7s 6d.
"Following In the footsteps of their like
In treating catarrh, inflammation or
and I had to shoot him. Look out grandsons" said the first. "I wish I
paper
on
n
the
table
front of her, and Chicago Qrsln
"Let me tell you," said Caroline, "aa
and Provision Priesa. ulceration of nose, throat, and that
for him."
could go. I hae this business of car- you don't Beem to know, that all my shoved the pen and Ink conveniently
Chicago.
Wheat
No. 2 red, 880 caused by feminine Ills It haa no equal.
to
hand.
rying telegrams and "
friends have gone to the front."
or ten years the Lydla E. Pinkham
CHAPTER X.
2
No.
Mc;
:.:.,.
bard.
No. S Medicine
"You an write there. Miss Mitford,"
"Meaaenger here!" cried Lieutenant
There waa an emphasis on the proCo. has recommended Paxtina
Northern,
S7V408Hc;
2
No.
Hpring.
Caroline Mltford Wrltea a Dispatch.
Foray, folding up a meaaage and In- noun which should have warned the he said.
In their private correspondence with
Í74i8c.
The war department telegraph office serting It In Its envelope.
"Thank you." said Caroline, looking
young soldier what was about to ocCorn -- No. 2 71c; No. 2 yellow, women, which proves Its superiority.
had once been a handsome apartment,
The nearest youngater detached him- cur, but he rushed blindly to bis doom. rather ruefully at the tiny piece of pa- 7114072c; No. 8 yellow, 717H4c.
Women who have been cured say
per which had been provided for ber.
one of those old fashioned,
heavily self from the group while all of them
Oats Na 3 white, 4Ot4.0u?ic;
"I hope not all. Miss Mltford."
It la "worth Its weight In gold." At
he
Paper
was
a
corniced, marble-mascarce
leled,
away
standard,
article then, and
from the
turned
druggists. 60c large box, or by malL
windows, replied.
41143c.
every
Rye
scrap
was
double doored rooms tn a pub- stepped to tbe side of the officer, and
2,
No.
precious,
66c.
she deThe Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.
"Yes. sill." rejoined Caroline, making
Barley 62 65c.
lic building. It waa now In a atate of saluted.
the "all" very emphatic, "for If they cided that such a niece was not sufTimothy
$3.75ii
4.76.
extreme dilapidation, tbe neglected
"War department," said Foray terse- did not they wouldn't be my frlenda." ficient for her purposes, and when
flover $10.00I8.00.
Lieutenant Foray's back was turned
and forlorn condition somehow being ly. "Tell the secretary R'e from Gen"But some of us are obliged
Pork $19.05.
significant of the moribund Confed- eral Lee, and here's a duplicate which here to take care of you, you to stay she took a larger piece of paper of sufknow," ficient capacity to
lard - $8.72.
eracy in which practically everything you are to give to the president."
Imporcontain
her
contributed the other young man.
Id!.
$10.87011.37.
tant message, to the composition of
waa either dead or dying but the men
"Very good, sir," Bald the meaaenPrompt Relief Permanent Cure
"Well, there
are altogether
and women.
ger, taking tbe meaaage and turning many of you trying to take care too which she proceeded with much difCARTER S LITTLE
Pries of Flsx.
of
ficulty
many
pauses
and
large
double
In
A'
door
one corner away.
and sighs.
Oulutb. Mtnn. -- Linseed
me," said Caroline saucily, with aome
$1.58; July, LIVER PILLS
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Constipation
Vanishes Forever

(TO BK CONTINUED.)

After breathing m as much as pos-slble through the nose (out, anyhow,
English Physician Give Borne Simple either mouth or nose), the nose
should be held by the thumb and foreRulea That Will Aid Seekers
finger with a handkerchief for about
After Health.
fifteen seconds to prevent the escape
A correspondent of the
Medical of air, ant thereby force the constituTimes sends an Interesting note on ents of the air over the system. This
deep breathing. Tbe beat time (he should be repeated from four to eight
gays) seems to be Immediately before times at intervals of about half a minretiring to bed, aa, doing nothing more ute.
before4 lying down, the habit contln-se- s
Tbe particular proof of this being
and becomes fixed; the window, of more effective than other methods
is seen tn tb following experience :
course, should be open more or
DEEP BREATHING BEFORE BED

After following the shove method I
notice that at tbe heaviest meal of the
day my pulse quickens tbe same
whether 1 take flah or a strong meat,
such as beef or mutton; before observing the above points In deep breath
lng aa to time and holding the nose
my pulse Quickened

much more after strong meat than after fish.

ployed most happily In etherizing bis
women patients.
No,
this doesn't
show that-tbruling passicn Is strong
tn death.' But It is a real discovery
since it promises to lead to a greater
discovery, and this is that woman
does not think with her braia. after
all; that neither axe her sensory
nerves located In tbe supposed seal
of Intelligence, ber mind
All tbe
roads that lead to Rome In her rase,
touching sensation and emotion, register upon tbe switchboard
c W

Orange Blossom Anaesthetic.
Baltimore surgeon has
a new anaesthetic lu orange blos
soms which be has found may be aav íémjv
A

e
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.59.

Chicago.
26c.
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Bggi At mark, casea Included. 16
18c; ordinary firsts, 1718c; firsts. 18

18'c.

never
fall. Purely vegeta
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Cheese Daisies, 14Vfe14c; twins. improve the complexion, brighten the eyea.
14144c; Americas. 1616o;
MIAU. PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PUOL
l615Hc
Genuine must bear Signature
Potato -- Michigan and Wisconsin
white, 8088c: Michigan red, 70fD80c.
Louisiana, new, $1.30.
Poultry ft
ltt10o.
long-born-

New York.- - -- Sugar- Raw, firm; mo
lassua. $2.74; centrifuga), $3.39; r
fined, firm.

7ol
MMt-- ll
a. Orayeae Voad
ou ' onnel, by ordering Sample, loa,
full partl-uia- r
fto prepaid W ara alvina away aa
Auturaiiblle ana otber uaeh prlir-- free to our
Asenta Matieeavl at's. Ofc. Seal II. Ware.
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Discovery of Oil Makes Change
"'
in Mexican Town.

Some Hideous Nightmare, That

1 WWUffiWI

ifBtSItlaiiyil

B"ii!ii

w

!li3ÍP9
with Ucen reg ret that we note the horrible discovH aMaarffWHWat 1 laaaafflffijaWl 3
Colfax
of
ery made by the Cimarron New?, that "Some
county's boosters are determined to kill Cimarron and r.nt
GaaMaBaílanHI HaaHHld0U ílíFM)R&lflVÍnuli
fven jfive her an honorable burial." This is awful. Who
the bloody perpetrator is or are, and when the ghastly
deed is to be performed, is not set forth in the News - but
lerhaps the News did not dream these gruesome details
NO. 92
NO. 80
NO 60
NO.
with the rest of the phantasy. What do you suppose
per quart ii.ool
brought the hideous nightmare on you, friend News. Ra
per quart i. 25
per quart ;oc
per quart 70c
ton Range.
Nothing 'tall sir, nothing 'tall; brought this hideous These inks are a guaranteed product, it Hows freclvi does not turn
nightmare, the gruesome details and the rest of the phanand is made tor a high and dry climate. "It's All Write."
anyin
or
welsh
rarebit
indulge
We
not
did
us.
tasy onto
Globe-Wernick- e
Office Furniture and Supplies
thing for that matter which would cause nightmare. Our
hours are very regular with work, recreation ;nd rest, and Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved Seccoming to dreams and phantasy the Range evidently judgtional Book Cases and Unifiles
es others by itself.
Since the killing has not been perpetrated we notice
that braying of these assinine malefactors with elongated
Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
ears has died away to some extent, and the killing will be
held in the shape of a badger fight to which all of Raton
Brushes, etc., Carbons and Typeand principally the Range will receive an invitation.

It

i

1

1

Typewriter

this state
is again being discussed through the press of the state by
prominent men among whom are B. S. Rodey of Albuquerque. That the taxation laws of New Mexico should be
amended is not an undisputed fact; also it is one that must
be worked out by men who are honest with themselves and
the state; men who will not flinch from the right to the
wrong when asked to give their opinion in the legislature
next winter. It takes money to run a state government,
and run it properly; and the burden of taxation should be
borne by every taxpayer in the state in equal ratio, above
the $200 exemption. It matters not whether the property
is assessed at one third or its full face value, the fact is
that the taxes will be the same, with a high levy on one
hand and a low levy on the other. The thing to be reined-dieis, that every taxpayer should pay his proportion according to what he is worth, be it large or small.
with the taxation question at this time should be
avoided as much as possible; it is the cold hard simouleans
that comprise the castes in this operetta.

The question of equalisation of the taxes

in

d

Flub-dubbin- g

)ur editorial neighbor east of us, the Maxwell Mail,
is imbued with the opinion that T. R. will again head the

Progressive ticket for the presidency in 1916. This belated opinion is sorrowful. Giving T. R. all credit that is
due him as a leader of men, he stands out today as the
strongest single handed stand patter the country has ever
known. The Progressives know full well that their ideas
have not beenrecognized by their mighty leader, but that
T. R. was ruthlessly jolted by the G. O. P. leaders which
caused the loss in 1912. Party hatred has been done away
with in the Republican and Progressive ranks.

There is nothing laughable about the farmer now days
when he comes to town with a load of produce, as it was a
few years ago when every yap in the community snicked
when he saw a "rube" or "hayseed" using the vernacular
driving up the business street. Times have changed,
and with them the opinions of wage earners in congested
city districts. The farmer can now come to town with a
goodly quantity of fertilizer on his boots to be envied by
everv one who does not follow the plow for a living. He
is the most important factor in the country today.

OF LONDON

MUSEUM

Ancient and Interesting Relics
Now to Be Seen at Stratford House.

Are

London
The txmdon museum,
from Kensington palace to
Stafford house. Is twice as interesting
as it was. and more. At Kensington
there was no scope for definite ar
of
rangement. In the noble
Stafford house pverlooklng the mall it
has been possible to follow a chronological order and to. convey In the costumes and the pictures, in the pottery
and the weapons, in the books and the
thousands of other local relics, a clear
and telling history of London from
Saxon times until the present age.
The most Interesting addition that
has been made to the museum was
shown In the gold and silver room at
a recent private view. It Is a case
containing 150 jewels of the early seventeenth century that were found by a
workman two years ago In chalk soil
16 feet beneath the cellar floor of an
old house in Loudon.
There are gold and enamel pendants
and rings, enameled gold chains, a
gold and enamel scent bottle set with
diamonds and rubies, and a very fine
diamond ring, crystal chalices and
other communion relics, amethysts,

rubies, garnets

sapphires,

sud

tur-

quoises.
Like the box In which they wars
found, with the earth all over them,
the pearls had decayed. But for the
rest the treasures, as one of the visitors remarked, have the appearance of
being so extraordinarily modern that
all the gems look as though they might
be bought in a Jeweler's shop" today.
Three hundred years ago some one
must have burled this wonderful casket of treasures, hoping for an opportunity to secure its safe recovery. That
opportunity never came, and the romance or crime that led to ita concealThe
ment will never be unearthed
scene of its recovery and the sum that
was given to the man who found It re
malned a secret.

in the present political campaigh is
is
a big one. It is the one issue that SURPRISES HER SOCIAL SET
it
and
prosperity,
can be brought to lear upon the minds of the masses with Miss Jaannettn Allen, Noted HorseEngagement
Announces
little effort. One thing is certain; the people will demand woman,
One Day and Marries Next.
and get representatives who are more than theorists in the
Washington. Miss Jeannette Allen,
shaping of legislation.
daring equestrienne daughter of
--

the

Lieut,

i

ol.

and Mrs. Henry

T. Allen,

one of the leaders In the younger
Coming to the question of salaries, the next state leg- and
army set in Washington, has surprised
islature should make a provision to pay its members at her friends by announcing on a mean'
least $8 per day while in session. Better legislation could
be expected for the people when men are properly paid.

MATKIN

The boy who must !e chastised the most when young

ranks the highest as a man amone men when he
assumes responsibility in later years.
tiMimilfr

The boy with vim thinks it a disgrace to have his pa
ent get him a job. Much delight to stump the boss pe
sonally fur a job.

That was our experience.

SUPPLY COMY

Undertakers
Carry a lull line

of

COFFINS ami. CASKK
TELEPHONE 20
Cimarron,

N. M.

The News print the
news when it is news.;

Sunday

Ueut.

F.

the

ni
'"'

'

New Mexico ami licenses duly issued, in
das said licenses, all game quadrupeds,
New York At last Tampicn hns be game birds and game fish iMicome the proi oim
world known. On that cluster of perty of be owner and no fishing or huntbungalows, the old lunch and the jail ing tin 618 Yermejo kaach will h per
built on a sand heap, the eyea of the muted without written permission from
world are focused.
thr owner or his mi horized agent.
The little port up the Panuco river.
,
William H Harllett.
Tamaleo, ought never to have become
a great city. It has none of the in
stincts of a city. If only oil had not
AVISO
been discovered the place would be to
day as It was 1UU years' ago a laxy,
hi Rancho de Vermejo situado an el
fly bitten, center of indolent Industry.
Condado de Colfax. Nuevo Mexico, como
A point at the end of the river con
registrado en el otencma del secretarvenient for bartering purposes; some- esta
where where the Indlnn women could io de el Condado da Colfax de la compañía
tornen thetr oasoea and exchange their de el Maxwell Land Grant a Mary W.
fruits and dye stuffs for cloth and Harllett el lia 5 dn Mayo, loo.' y el lia
gaudy finery.
15 de Septiembre, es uu preservo de caza
Nowadays there are wharves there y pescado bajo las leyes de Nuevo Mexico
and a railway depot. Big steamers y las licencias dado. Bajo dicho licencias
are alongside the quays and mechanics todos animal?, pájaros y pescados de caIn dirty blue overalls make the land- za
son la propiedad del dueño y no darán
scape unpleasant to look upon. Where permiscioi
para catar en dioho raucho de
once there was nothing but the subtle
murmur of exquisite heat, now there is Vermejo sin permiciou escrito del dueño.
William H. Harllett.
0
the noise of locomotives and the jarring rattle of the gear of unloading

steamers.
Apart from the unlovely evidence of
iin
prosperity, Tamplco Is still
picturesque. Only Its water side, its
river front, has been "Improved." Behind the Smashing noise of the railway-depo- t
the old rabble of houses and
drinking shops and churches remain.
The place In Its essence, as It were, Is
still Central American and beautiful.
Dirty, yes. hut splendidly dirty.
The old square remains, and by the
Square the green and white cathedral
and the white painted, dirt incruBted
Jail. The jail is a romance in Itself.
It Is a place unique.
Perhaps the most
democratic prison in all the world.
There you can be lodged for some
trivial offense drunkenness, for instance anil then perhaps forgotten.
her engagement to marry If you have no friends or no money,
you might remain there for months'
M. Andrews of the Second
Justice or should we call It law?
In Tamplco Is u casual thing. Kverytiling is a matter or tomorrow
tne
,u
Q,i that
tut inrmiL- u lil, h iMiru, ,
If you happen to be a prisoner without
outside Influence your stay may be a
prolonged one unless you have a few
with which to bribe the Jailer.

Cimarron Publishing Company
JEWELS

Vi

Despite Grimy Evidences
of Commerce Port Still Is Central Amerl-caand interesting Much
Bustls Evident.

writing Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms

The one issue

One class of graduates had for its motto, "we build
the ladder by which we rie." It is a pleasure to note how
much enthusiasm accompanies these classmates after a few
years of hard work away from school?

Legal Notices

DIRTY CITY

NOTICE

The Vermejo Ranch having been made
a game and fish preserve under, the laws
of the State of New Mexico, and as it desirable to preserve and increase the game
and fish thereon, notice is hereby given
that no permits for shooting or fishing will
be issued lor the next three years.
William 11. Harriott,

AVISO

El Kancho de Vermejo es un preservo
de caza y pescado bajo las leyes del estado
de Nuevo Mexico y como queren preservar y acrecentar la caza y los pescados dan
aviso aqui que no darán permiscios para
ja zar por tres aoos.
William H. Harllett

NOTICE.
A'!

in h
'PinKwhether

W

S.

Pasture

in

Colf" coun,y.

for the purpose of
nuntog nshing, pulling wild fruit, or
"eg fire wood, or for any purpose whatsn- The worst of It is, your fellow prison- - ever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
ra will probably steal your clothes.
and all trespassers will be prosecuted to
Hut, in spite of the wharves and the the lull extent of the law.
railway, the old native market re(Signed)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
mains. The people from upriver still
lor W. S. Laud A Cattle Co.
come downstream In their dugout
canoes and barter with the town folk.
They exchange honey and sarsaparllla
AVISO.
and luscious fruits for pulque, tobacco
and cloth. Pulque of course, is the na- El trespadsr dentro del pasteo del W. 5.
Bp
tlve spirit the fermented Juice of the en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
Blow which prouuees quics. orun.es- - yha uezc, recOg0t ruta silvestre o cor
BBBBBWaWaaT
uess.
la! maeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe
The little brown skinned, dark eyed fin sin permiso; se prohibe
est rictament
children still ffamlinl In hnnnv nnkAri- traspasaren serao prose-on- e
ness beneath the old bridge; and there c eiuell 1ue
still hears the music of the na- cu,ados ' "ano de la ley.
WILLIAM FRENCH.
Uve instruments.
The women from Ho' (Primado)
la Compoaia de Keces del W. S.
unspoiled districts of the
the
colored,
straight
Interior copper
haired women, shy and bjautlful sing
their curious songs as they unpack
NOTICE
their bundles of fruit, while their menWhereas, our ranch situated on the
folk sun themselves und discuss cock
Mrs. F. M. Andrews.
Yes, by the old bridge In old headwaters oi the Costilla River, Taos
fights.
cavalry and by marrying him the next Tamplco one can always find gorgeous county. New Mexico, having been made a
day.
Mrs. Andrews has won many pictures ever changing and entranc- game
and fish preserve under tbe laws of
prises by her horsemanship at tht ing, filled with flashing colors and inthe Sute of New Mexico, known aa "The
shows and has the reputation of being finitely brilliant
Costilla Game and Eish Preserve" aud
always In the fore at the society fox
But, of course. Tamplco Is Imporhunts in the vicinity of Washington tant In spite of these things. H le Whereas, the object of said game and fish
The Andrews will make their home at called the oil metropolis of Mexico. preserves being for the protection ot game
and their increase, therefore, no- Port Kthan Allen, Vermont, whert Cettainly It íb the safest port on, the and
Lieutenant Andrews' regiment la sta Mexlcau gulf The place commands ,ice
hereby given that no permits for
tloned.
most of the commerce of the City of hunting, shooting or fishing, will be issued
Mexico, and all of that of a vast num during the next three years,
The Adams Cattle Company,
SELL THEIR WIVES FOR BREAD ber of mining camps and centers of
Hv H. W. Adams. General Manager.
the Interior.
,
American Industry and capital have
Cracow Psaaanta Starving as a Result
combined; together they have convert f Bad Crops Last Year Thou-eand- s
ed a remote shallow and most treach
Involved.
AVISO
erous roadstead into an Important har- Por cuanto nuesto rancho situado ao la
The engineers brought rocks
bor.
Berlin.- - Amazing stories are being
caliezo del Rio Costilla, Candado da Taos,
printed In the German newspapers from the mountains 70 mlleB sway
concerning the terrible predicament and piled them out to sea. They built Nuevo Mexico, es ua preservo de caía y
of 811slan peasants in the neighbor two great breakwaters, 1,000 feet pescado bajo la leyó del estado de Nuehood of Cracow. Thousands of men. apart, which extend to a distance of 7, vo Mexico cooosido por el nombre de "El
women and children, mostly Poles ami 000 feet into the gulf. Thus, after a Preservo de caza y pescado de Costilla,"
Itulhenians. who have come over tbe million dollars or so was spent, Tam- y por cuanto ei objecto de dicho preservo-d- e
border from Galicia, are thore begging plco, from being a little village seven
caza y pescado e por ni protecion y el
miles up a turf guarded river, became
for food. They belong to the agncul
del pescado.
acrecentamiento
port.
Por esta
city
is
widely
u
The
kuown
still
couutry.
and
of
that
tural population
have been totally ruined by bad har seven miles up the Panuco river, but razón dao aviso que no darán permicios
its shattered para cazar durante tres anos.
vest and general distress prevailing now big steaim
the wharves
The Adams Catlle Company,
In Austria lu consequence of the bar and moor i
Uy H. W. Adams, General Manager.
money spent for mobilization during which trout Its railway system,
The Panuco river Is a curious
the two Balkan wars.
Men are willing to sell their daugh stream, wide aud swift flowing. It
ters and wives, even, for a piece of winds and twists, aud Is Instinct with
Ird currenta. Navigators are
A great many" are ill from
bread.
e with It. As a matter of fact
Beware of Ointments for
starvation and exposure, but the Prue
r for big ships to bit one of Catarrh 1
Mi cury
sJau police have found at last remedy
than to keep within tha fair mercury v
for those poor wretches. They are
being driven back like cattle across
the border. Rive hundred of tin m
How many
a Ashes
have been bo returned.
Hon, Ky.
perished on the way the officials o
not report. There are no coroners la
Prussia- -

far-of-

1

his body be
Woman Driven From Home.
Poughkeepsle, N. V. Declaring that scattered ov
sha was driven from homo because
she could not do Mb much farm work
as a man, airs. Alice K Pitcher, tweu-tJailers Attend Banquet.
ago. After making every
years old. seel a separation

Druggists. Price 71c per bottle.
Tas Hall Family Pills for oonettpkUgn.

Bol.t by
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The News gives tlje
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ided
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muter

a

news when it is news.

WILL

The Irrigation Season
is

here and you will need a pair of

good rubber boots to wear in the field. Your attention is called to the superior line we carry; the best
irrigation boots made, and the price is right.

MEXICO

LIKES WAR

Pants and Overalls
For Men and Boys

Our complete line of Brown

Working pants and overalls
that give durable service to
wearer, both in quality and
r ou will need a pair.
price, W
The price is from (M 00
PA
$4 down to

Shoes are famous for their
quality and comfortable fit.
Shoes for every member of
the family at prices C 00
from

11

P

$2 to

1

Dress Goods and Ladies' Wearing Apparel
The nobbiest lines ever shown here.

All grades, colors, makes and

Laces and Embroideries are carried in complete varieties,
and. the prices are in conformity with good qualities and fabric.
styles.

Whiteman

Natives Have Fancy for Loot and
Hate AH "Gringoes."

New

York.-no-

the

ted

English

here with her
the perfection

Five rears of study, during which time
Mrs Waits Isolated herself on the
Isle of Capri, off the coast of Italy, ha
convinced her that she has rediscovered the Greek Ideal of physical danesa which haa been loat to the world
for
Though she admits she bee rearhed
,
the a(se of
she stands be
fore the public today, a new type of
perfect woman. The flush of youth is
In her cheek, and In every line of her
supple body ta traced the contour of
youth
The energy and vitality of a
strong man Is In ber pliant muscle.
All this she has achieved In five year

American
Am Grosely Insultad and
Fined Heavily Whan They Raalat
Thalr Tormentara Have No
Preference as to Leader
Vera Crux, Mexico. -- War as tt Is
tolerantly called In Mexico, with Its
carefre life and accompanying attrac
tions of loot, murder and debauchety.
has t
ne a recular recreation for
the adventurous citlsens of this
.
publli says James H. Wood in
This, with his natural
hatred and rapidly Increasing contempt for the self assertive "gringo."
as the American Is slightingly called,
la the real problem which muat be
tattled for all time according to Americans who have lived years in the
country
Whether the stubborn Hu
arta, the suave Carranza, the bloodthirsty Zapata, young Mr. Diaz or New
York', or any other of the leaders as
numerous as rabbit wardens in Illinois, be installed in the presidential
chair. It will not deprive the trouble
making Mexican of his excuse for pillage under the guise of patriotic revolution Further, they say that any
peaceful intervention. Instead of being understood by these same
natives, will convince them that
the American la a coward, as their
politicians for years have dinned into
their ears.
"At first fearful, then with increasing boldness, the Mexicans have Insulted nnd abused the Americans until
the ignorant and brutal among them
believe It true that we are like frightened. helplesB rabbits," said Paul Stef-flaone of the most prominent of the
Mexico City refugees under the pro
tection of American troops In Vera

forty-seven-

Eyeglasses

Not Necessary

Cruz.
"Any American who in recent weeks
walked the streets in Mexico City,
which unce had an American colony
of 10.000, was assailed with cries of
"gringo" and the vilest of epithets.
The rubble would spit on him and
throw dirt. If his outraged pride
boiled over and he fought, the police
would arrest him. The Judges would
release the Mexican and fine the
American $500. The Insults would be
repeated every time he appeared. On
the second offense the fine would be
doubled
On the third a prison sentence would be added. No American
could survive such a course, and that
Is why we are refugees.
"If the American forces withdraw
without the lawless Mexican having
an opportunity to see them and feel
tbeir strength, If necessary, he never
will change his opinion that the American is afraid of him, and la to be
abused and persecuted. He will believe the boast of his leader that the
American government Is afraid of
Mexico. I will never return to live
lu Mexico City unless I first go lighting with tne American forces. If they
do not subdue the country, few Americans ever will risk their Uves to live
in it again
"The Mexicans who make up the
big majority in the various 'armies' do
not fight for any patriotic principles
but because of leadership," said Lewis
Maverick, a man of long experience
wltb the Palnya clasa. "No matter
who goes Into the prealdentlal chair
there will be leadera at the bead of
banda of these lawless nomads ravishing the country under the nsme of
revolution.
"It la a Ufe they love no work,
plenty to eat and steal, the excitement
of lighting and the protection of being
Any leader who
in an armed gang.
can put on such a program is sure of
a following, and the better the program the larger his army. They are
Just as ready to fight for us as for

The Store of Good Values and Honest Merchandise

Eyeaght Can Da Strengthened, and Meal Form.
o( DieMd Eye. SucceaihiUy Treated
Without Cutting or Draggiiaj.

That the eye can be strengthen so that
eyeglasses can be dispensed with in many
cases has been proven beyond a doubt by
the testimony of hundreds of people who
publicly claim that their eyesight has been
restored by thst wonderful little instru-!!- .
ment called "Actina."
'Acrta
ye
sltt latiese.
Sore ami ( ránula ted
Lids,
Iritis. Cataracts.
edlLgaHBk
fiprflp etc., without cutting or
o
drugging. Ovar
have
Aniñas'
been sold; therefore the Actins treatment
in not an experiment, but is reliable. The
following letters are but samples of band-red- s
we receive:
Mr. David Suttle, Glen Ellgin, III. writes:
"I sent for your "Actiaa" and when it
came I told my wife I would throw my
glasses away and give the "Actina" a fair
show. I did so, following directions, and
soon felt my eyes were getting in normal
condition again and now I can say my eyesight is as good as ever, and my headaches
radically vanished,"
Mr. Emery K. Deltrick. 7124 Idlewild
St. E. K. Pittsburgh. Pa., writes: "My eyes
were very weak snd my visioa was so Dad
that I conld recognize people only at abort
distances, Since using "Actina" I have
discarded my glasses, my headaches are
gone, and my vision I believe, is as good
as ever it was."
Mr. J. H. Frsnkenfield, 322 E. 20th St..
Cheyenne, Wyo. writes: "Regarding what
the "Actina" has done for me, I am proud
to say that I am not wearing my glaseas at
all. As for ray catarrh, it is almost gone
and have been troubled with it for more
than sixteen years
"A great number of my railroad friends
are baying "Actinas" as you know by the
orders you have received "
"Actina" can be used with perfect safety
by every member of the family for any affliction of the eye, ear, throat or head. A
free trial of the "Actina" ia given in every
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IDEALS
Par-fac-

Let us quote you our prices on your next bill of groceries.
We have none but the best and will give you entire satisfaction. Remember we, lead while others follow.
Royal Tailor Suits and Overcoats for spring and summer,
guaranteed all wool and perfect fit, from $15 to $30.

Rogers,

GREEK

Notad English Physical Cultor tat Hera
t
to Show Americans How to
Mlnda and Bodlea.

t'hica-News-

Spring and Summer
Shoes For All

REVIVE

1

case.

Send for our FREE TRIAL offer and
valuable FREE BOOK. Addresa Actina
Appliance Co., Dept. 262 N, 81 r Walnut
St., Kansas City. Mo.

Mrs. Oiana Watts.

after working out the method employed by the ancient Greeks.
Mrs. Watts haa the distinction of being the only woman who appeared on
the platform of the Institute Marey of
The surgeon who performed the
Paris. At the invitation of. Professor
operation on Dunn's legs baa
Richet, the president, she lectured In
the presence of over one hundred sa- fitted up a crude wheeled chair for hta
vants on her new discovery. Later she patient to use In selling paper when
was made an associate of the institute. the leg stumps heal.
Dunn suffered from locomotor ataxia
Mr. Watts will lecture at Yale, where,
it is said, aesthetic dancing haa been 12 years.
made a part of gymnasium work. She
will also lecture at the British embassy
in Washington. The photo
shows her In the pose cf the "Aegina
Archer."
ul

I

anybody,
"Unlett the United States restores
order, such leaders with their bands
will continue to sweep the country
like devastating fires. The peace desiring Mexican, whether representing
the big interests or the humble farmer or merchant, will welcome quiet
and safety even If it means the extermination of all the leaders."
Vera Crux Is experiencing the
realities of the theories which the
s
express.
Captured
by the Americans in a warless war
with all of war's real bloodshed and
grim death. It is American In government and efficiently policed by soldiers. Its streets are cleaned and
swept and lta sanitation la watched by
military men
The roving bands are at its very
threshold robbing and pillaging.
Those who pass its outposts, tourists
or native trucksters, run a gauntlet of
death no matter where their destination. Inside there is now peace and
quiet Outside is danger and destruc-

HIS

SEES

LEGS

CUT

OFF

Application of Local Anesthetics and
Hla Own Nerve Make It
Poaaible.

Dr. S. Locke

Denver. "Go to It, doc! Saw 'em
off above thou" bum knees! That's It!
Say. but that's some
Good boy. doc!

Dentist
Springer, New Mexico.
Will be in Cimarron to do
your dental work, from
June i4 to 21

neat Job."

Dunn sat In an operating
chair at the county hospital and smilingly watched the amputation of hla
two worthless legs, aa he talked.
That he was able to take a directing
part in the operation was due to the
use of local anesthetics.
"Now I can get out and earn my
own way." Dunn chatted on, while
the surgeon was busy with knife and
William

Office with Dr.

Ma-t- ai
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2nd Hand Store
!!

d,

aloola of

all

Kind, Saddle, Harnesa,
ea,

t

Hbousehold

$70000

aVun. Sftvr. Uaich-- I
tflaAÁurare. Cooking. (Utcntili,

CrocktAy,

SaLlta, ChaiAs,

Sioie.
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Cimarron Transfer Co.
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tion
When the federal army "volunteers"
were released from the prison fortress, San Juan de L'lua, enterprising
moving picture men marched them to
the municipal plaza. Mounting their
camera on a convenient cart, they
arranged the motley mob In front in
a semblance of military company
formation. In "splggoU," the sailor
name for Spanish, they were told to
wave tbeir tattered hats and shout,
"Viva Americanos." Moat of them had
fought, in the "revolutions" under various leaders, were waiting to fight
the Americana tor Huerta, but war
just at ready to about "Viva Ameri
canos" and nght wltb the
'dough buys" it paid and tad.

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and Ice

Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at ReaPhone 56
sonable Rates.

For Good, Up - to-date Standard
Merchandise

Clothing, Dry

in Boots, Shoes,

Qoods, Notions, Hats, nillinery, Trunks, Fur- as
a
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o tr4tV7f
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áfííra J ua liftv Tin.
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ware, Wall Paper,
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Drugs
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and Stationery.
QUARANTINED

Supply Company
Matkin Orders
Promptly Attended To
Mail

CIMARRON

LOST OCEAN

LINER EMPRESS OF IRELAND

NEWS.
AVOID SPREADING

and carried on board the rescuing

Captain Kendall, dated and unable
to give any coherent account of the
loss of his ship, was found clinging to
a broken spar.
J. W. Langley, rancher, of Canford.
B. C, went down with the shtp, but
held his breath, and, coming to tbe
surface, found a piece of wreckage aid
clung to it until picked up.
One of Cio survivors. In explaining
the quickness with which the Empress
of Ireland went down, said:
"The- collier, being only something
over 3,000 tons, did not reach up even
to the upper or topmost deck of our
hull. Her bow cut under tbe upper
deck and took a peeling off the side of
our ship that allowed the water to
rush Into the lower decks. Then the
liner heeled over, and even those in
the superstructure deck rooms bad no
chance to save themselves. Hundreds
of them must have been dumped out
of their berths and slammed against
the walls with stunning force."
Soenes on Shore.
Father Point, Que., May 29. "The
Empress of Ireland passed and landed
her pilot here at 30 this morning."
said an official of the Canadian Pacific. "There was a hase at tbe time.
At 1:50 a. m. I was awakened by an
"S. O. 8." ring on my door bell and,
rushing down, was Informed by a Marconi operator that the Empress of Ireland was sinking, having been struck
by some vessel. In undress I started
to help.
No other signal could be
got from the doomed vessel. She bad
no time to give another,
she sank
ten minutes after being struck.
"Mr. Whiteside, manager or the Marconi station, rendered effective service by notifying the government
steamer Eureka, at Father Point
wharf, and the Lady Evelyn at
1

:

wharf.

964 PERISH

IN SEA DISASTER

Great Liner Goes to Bottom at Mouth of St.

Law-

rence River Following a Collision
With a Collier.
bull far below the water line. Into
that rent the water poured with the
force of a Niagara.
The bow of the Storstad smashed its
way through berths on that side of the
ship, killing passengers sleeping in
their berths and grinding bodies to
pieces.
Reaching the stern of the big liner,
were picked up from floating wreck- the Storstad staggered off in the darkage and two lifeboats.
ness, her bow crumpled by the impact.
And only 12 of the saved are women. Her commander was ready a few minGathered piecemeal from survivors utes later, when he found his ship
the horror of thia wreck grows with would float, to aid the crippled and
sinking Empress, but he was too late
the telling.
to save the majority of those on board.
Waters Quickly Engulf Ship.
Rimouskl, Que., May 31. Nine hunpersons lost their
dred and sixty-fou- r
Urea Friday morning when the great
Canadian Pacific twin acrew liner Empress of Ireland was rammed amidships In a thick fog off Father Point
in the St. Lawrence and sunk by the
Norwegian collier Storstad.
Four hundred and three survivors

Carried to Bottom.

The doomed ones had little time
even to pray. They were engulfed by
the onrushlug waters that swallowed
the big ship lualde of nineteen minutes from the time she was struck.
The wireless operators on the Empress, sticking to their posta to the
last, bad time only to send a few "S.
O. 8." calls for help when the rising
waters silenced their instruments.
That silence told the rescuers miles
away more potently than a bugle that
doom had overtaken the ship.
Only six hours before this fateful
sang as a
collision the passenger
good night hymn "Clod He With You
Till We Meet Again," played by the
Salvation Army band on board.
The membera of tin band and most
of the 165 Salvationists were among
i

the lost

Survivors Tell of Fog.
It was foggy, according to survivors,
.
when the Empress of Ireland, a
ship of more
than eight thousand tons, left Montreal at 4:30 Thursday afternoon in
command of H. U. Kendall of the
Koyal- - A'ava! Keserve, one of the must
skilled of transatlaultc navlgatora.
Forest Ores also obscured the atmosphere and the big ablp, In charge
of a pilot, proceeded slowly on her
way to sea. At midnight the pilot
aide left near Father Point, shouting
a merry "lion Voyage" aa he went
down their ladder to bis waiting boat.
The darkneaa at tbla time was intense and the ship under the slowest
speed possible with steerageway held
her course. Uer decks were deserted.
The passengers had all aougbt their
bertha with no thought of impending
death.
Out of the darkness, on the port
aide, soon after 2:30 in U)e morning
there loomed the little Norwegian collier, not ball' the alte of the Empress,
but fated to be ber destroyer.
Not until the collier
H almost
beam of the big liner waa the danger
known on either ahip. The fog had
blotted out the lights aa well as the
port and starboard lights of both ships.
Quick orders trumpted on both vessels were heard. But they came sil
too late.
Strikes Ship Amidship.
prow of the Btor-staThe
struck the liner amidships and
then forged aft. ripping and tearing 1U
way through the Empress of Ireland
Clear to the stem of the Empress of
Ireland was tbla great steel shaving
out from her side, from the top of the

P"

stele-hullud-

steel-polAte- d

d

The Empress of Ireland recoiled almost on her starboard beam ends from
the blow of the collier and passengers
were flung from their berths agatnBt
the walls of their staterooms.
Many were stunned and before they
had time to recover were carried to
the bottom with the ship.
The vast torrents pouring Into the
great gash on the port side, aft, filled
the corridors and flooded every stateroom abaft the midship section inside of four minutes.
There was never a chance for the
helpless ones in the after cabins and
staterooms of the liner. With her port
aide laid open for half its length from
the midship section to the stern, a
seive had more chance to float than
the Empress of Ireland, and the

trapped passengers In that after section were doomed from the moment
the Storstad struck.
Keeling from the blow the blp began to settle almost Immediately as
the water rushed into the big rent.
however,
From the forward cabin
men and women in night attire stumbled along the corridors and up the
companion way to the promenade deck
the deck below, the one on which
the boats rested.
Swarm to Deck.
Up they swarmed on deck In their
night clothing to find the ship heeling
away to port and the deck slanting at
a degree that made It almost Impossible to stand even clinging to railings.
Men and women, shrieking, praying,
crying for aid that was fated to arrive
too late, fell over one another In that
last struggle for Ufe on board the
doomed Empress of Ireland.
Frenzied mothers leaped overboard
with their babies in their arms. Others
knelt on deck and tried to pray In the
few moment left to them. Some we're
flung overboard by tbe heeling of the
kinking rUip and some broke their legs
or arms in trying to reach tbe lifeboats.
Above the din of the struggle on tbe
great promenade deck could be heard
Captain Kendall shouting commands
for the launching of the lifeboats. Several were launched in the II minutes
that tbe ship floated.
There was no Une to observe tbe
rule "Women first" in this disaster, tor
those nearest the boats scrambled to
places in them
But eren as they were being,
launched, while the wireless still was
"tW"g "8 O. 8 " there came a terrific
,

explosion that almost rent tbe ship In
,
twain.
It was the explosion of the boilers
struck by the cold water. A geyser of
water shot upward from the midship
section, mingled with fragments of
wreckage, that showered down upon
the passengers still clinging to the
rails forward and upon those struggling in the water.
The explosion destroyed the last
hope of the ship's floating until succor
could arrive, for tbe shock had
Rmasked the forward steel bulkhead
walls that had up to then shut out the
torrents Invading tbe after part. Tbe
water rushed forward and the Empress
of Ireland went swiftly to her doom,
carrying down with her hundreds of
passengers who stood on her slanting
deck, their arms stretched upward and
tbelr last cries choked in the engulfing
waters.
One of the survivors, relating that
last tragic scene on the decks of the
liner, said:
"I was asleep like molt of the passengers when
the collision came.
There was a Btckenlng crunching of
wood and steel and then a grinding,
ripping sound as the Storstad smashed
her way along the port side of our
ship.
"I knew that we had been struck
and I rushed to the staterooms of some
friends and shouted to them to got up,
as the ship waa sinking. Stateroom
doors flew open all along the corridor
and men and women began to rush for
tbe grand companion forward Those
aft must have been drowned In their
berths.

Darkness Is Intense.
"On deck officers of the ship, par-

OF DISEASE
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Help Rushed to Scene.
"Capt. J. B. Belanger of the Eureka
Immediately rushed to the scene and
Captain Poultot, with the Lady Evelyn, followed later, his ahip being
three miles farther away.
"Meanwhile daylight broke and
scanning the horizon with a telescope
I saw the two government steamers,
nine lifeboats and a collier In the vicinity, going here and there. Later
the Eureka arrived at Father Point
wharf with 32 survivors and several
poor drowned bodies, also several of
the survivors who had been wounded.
Agent in Narrow Escape.
"The scene on the Eureka was most
distressing, the survivors walking
around their dead shipmates, stretched
out In their last sleep. The Eureka
was sent to Remouskl wharf with all
on board, and the Canadian Pacific
agent, Mr. Webber, who was here, havvessel with
ing Just got off tbe
the pilot, engaged all the cabs he
could find and telephoned for all possible medical assistance. As the company's agent here. I advised all the
survivors that their cables and telegrams to their families would be paid
by the Canadian Pacific railroad.
"The Lady Evelyn passed Into Remouskl wharf about 4 a. m. with some
more survivors and bodies. Among
the survivors was Captain Kendall,
ship, who
commander of the
was picked up by a lifeboat from the
wreckage after the ship had gone
d

down.

Survivors Almost Naked.
"Meat of the survivors were almost
naked In the cold morning, with the

temperature at 36 degrees and white
frost on the ground.
"At 6:10 the Norwegian collier
Storstad, coal laden, from Sydney, N.
8., for Montreal, came along slowly.
When her bow had been smashed In
It became known that she was the
vessel that had struck the Empress
of Ireland the fatal blow. The Stros-tawas too much damaged to allow
her to proceed to Quebec under her
own steam, but before proceeding she
landed a few survivors and some dead
bodies, which were taken off by the
steamer Eureka and Lady Evelyn and
landed on the Remouskl wharf."
Sing "God Be With You," on Ship
Montreal. Que.. May 30 When the
liner Empresa of Ireland steamed away
from here Thursday, she carried 165
members of the Salvation Army from
the United States and Canada, bound
for the world convention In London.
To the accompaniment of the army
band, they were singing, "Ood Be
With You Till We Meet Again."
This prelude o the accident In the
St Lawrence made the disaster a near
parallel to the sinking of the Titanic,
whose passengers sang. "Nearer. My
Ood. to Thee." as the White Star liner
went down.
Irving. Actor and Author.
New York, May 31. Laurence S. B.
Irving, drowned on steamship Empress of Ireland, Is sn actor, author
and manager. He received his education at Marlborough college. College
Rollln. Paris, and spent three years
In Russia studying for foreign office.
His plays are widely known. In 1908
and 1909 he presented sketches of his
own authorship in England and America On May 8, 1910, Mr. Irving addressed the Equal Suffrage league at

tially dressed, were rushing about
urging pasaeugera to be calm. Sailors
under orders were trying to launch
the lifeboats.
"The darkness was Intense and a
few minutes after I reached the deck
the electric lights went out. At that
time there were still hundreds of pas
sengers below trying to grope their
way through the darkened corridors to
the companion way and reach the deck
Most of them went down with the
ship, for the cerrldors below filled
right after tbe explosion of the boilers.
"I leaped overboard In despair juet
before the ship went down and managed to find a bit of wreckage to which
I clung."
Intense darkness covered the waters
when the Empress of Irelund made
that final plunge, but the fog lifted a
few minutes later and then cams .ne
first faint streaks of dawn.
lighted waters strewed with
It
wreckage and struggling passengers.
who strove to keep afloat.
The crippled Stotstad, which had
wrought this tragedy of the waters,
had lifeboats out picking up aa many
survivors as possible.
The gray dawn revealed tki government steamers Lady Evelyn and Eureka near the scene of the disaster and
hastening to aid.
Some of those in the water tried to
swim to the Eureka as she reared tbe
point where the Empress had gone
down. One woman, wearing only an
Evelyn,
undervest. swam to the
and was helped on board, but died of New York.
exhaustion soon afterwards.
Scenes at Liverpool.
The work of rescue still was going
on when the sun arose In a cloudless
Liverpool, May 30. Pathetic scenes
sky.
unacted at the office of the Can
Men and women ware clinging to adian Pacific railway In this city Fri
spars and bits of broken planks. Many day. Crowds of weeping men ana
of the survivors were Injured. Some women begged for news of the officers
had broken legs, others fractured arma and crew of the Empress of Ireland,
and still others had been Injured inter- the maloritv of whom were gathered
nally In that last mad rush to get away here. When confirmation of tbe disfrom the sinking liner.
aster was received several of tbe womWomen clinging with one hand to en tainted. Friday's soenes www a
little ones, while with the other they duplicate of those witnessed at the
tried to keep clutch on pieces of wreck time the Titanic went to the bottom.

Precautions That Should Be Observed
by Those Afflicted With
Tuberculosis.
All persons who are Intimately associated with cases of active pulmonary tuberculosis cannot be too cautious about the proper disposition of
tubercular sputum.
Such sputum
should always be received in cups
containing a five per cent solution of
lysol or carbolic acid, or, in the absence of these, milk of lime. Paper
cups, made especially for this purpose,
may be used and subsequently burned.
Boiled
handkerchiefs
and cloths
should be immersed tor one hour in
lysol or carbolic acid (five per cent)
and then boiled before they are handled. The patient should be provided
with a set of dishes tor his exclusive
use, and these should be kept by
themselves and boiled thoroughly aft
ar each meal. Remember that tuberculosis is a preventable disease, but
that Its control can be accomplished
only by the strictest observance of
sanitary precautions.

Graves of Kearaarge Victims Located.
Paris. The graves of several American sailors, burled at Cherbourg aft
er tbe engagement on June 19, 1864,
In which
the Confederate ateamer
Alabama was sunk by tbe United
States corvette Kearsarge, were located by Hansoa Cleveland Cove.
American deputy consul general at
Parts. The tombs, aa well as those of
several American veterans, buried at
Versailles and Saint Germain, were
decorated with flower and flag by a
committee of Americans.
Facts Shown By Census Figures.
Washington Of the 32.248.382 per
sons of foreign white stock In the
United Stales In 1910, the English and
Irish, Scotch and
Celtic, Including
Welsh, had the largest representation.
according to tbe mffther tongue bulletin Issued by the census bureau.
As reported to the census bureau
the total foreign white stock, whose
mother tongue was English and Celtio
numbered 10.037.420. This number
represented 12.3 per cent of the total
white population of the United Sutes
In 1910, which was 81,731.957.

The German group numbered S.81T,- or 10.8 per cent; Italian, 2,151,-42or 2.6 per cent; Polish, 1,707,640,
R. F. D. 48 Vt, Port Orchard, Wash.
or 2.1 per cent; Yiddish and Hebrew,
"When my baby was about five days 1.676.763, or Í.1 per cent: Swedish, 1,-covold his abdomen became entirely
44r.,Rfi9, or 18 ppr cent; French, 1.357.- ered with varying sized blisters which 169, or 1.7 per cent, and Norwegian,
were very painful, causing very much 1.009,854, or 1.2 per cent
distress and sleeplessness. They appeared very much like scalds or skin
Man Is this a good seat?
burns apparently Itching and burning.
Ticket Seller Well, sir, It's behind
The bands Irritated the blisters, causR post.
ing sores.
Man What's the matter? Isn't the
"I tried a powder and afterwards
other remedies but the sores became show worth seeing?
worse They lasted about six weeks
before I used Cuticura Ointment. UNIONS GAIN 69,759 MEMBERS.
After washing the Irritated parts well
)
with Cuticura Soap and applying the Total Paid-UIn 1914
Membership
Cutlcura Ointment he received almost
Was 2,069,177.
instant relief, and the cure was comWashington. Reports showing a
plete in seven or eight days."
(Signed) Mrs. J. O. Kelley. Dec. 4. gain of 69,756 members of affiliated un
ions tor April, 1914, over the month in
1912.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold 1913 were made public by Secretary
throughout the world. Sample of each Morrison, following a meeting of the
freewith 32-- Skin Book. Address post- executive council of the American
card "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv. Federation of Labor. The total paid- up membership for 1914 was 2.069,177;
A Century Ago.
that of April, 1913, waa 1,999,401. SecOne hundred years ago Dr. Thomas retary Morrison's report showed a
Fanshawo Middleton was consecrated treasury balance on April 30 of $106,- first bishop of Calcutta. The conse- 098.01.
cration took place In London, and soon
afterward the new bishop sailed tor
HERE'S PRIZE JOBHOLDER.
India. In Calcutta, he laid the foundation tor the Bishops' college In 1820, John Smith Hae Been an Indian Chief
and established a consistory court In
For Hundred Years.
that city. While sealously engaged In
Minneapolis,
Minn. His sight and
a
with
bis duties he was attacked
fever, of which he died In 1822. For hearing unimpaired and still able to
more than a century the efforts to walk without assistance, John Smith,
Chippewa
spread the Christian faith in India 128 years old, chief of theyears,
came
Numerically the Indian tribe for over 100
have continued.
to see the city that has risen
here
eastgreat
tu
population
Christian
the
ern empire is still insignificant, trom his former hunting grounds behe dies. Government records
amounting to only about one per cent fore
prove Smith was a boy in 1798 and ho
of the population, but it Is generally
age Is 128.
admitted to have an Influence out o.' claims his
all proportion to Its numbers.
Cattle Queen, Worth $2,000.000. Dies.
Dr. Eliot on Education.
Salt Lake City, Utah. Mrs. Eliza
Dr. Eliot aays: "The practise, of beth Bonemont, known throughout the
England and America is literally cen- West as the cattle and sheep queen of
turies behind the precept of the best Utah, died at her home here. Mrs.
thinkers upon education." Is it not Bonnemort came to Utah from Scothumiliating that an American ie forced land In 1865, at the age of twenty
to make such an admission concern- years, and engaged in tbe cattle and
ing our most vital American institu- sheep business with great suocers.
tion?
loiter she became identified with the
What can be done? How can this real estate business In Salt Lake,
wasteful school system be speedily which with her cattle ventures, netted
remedied so that It fills lto real tunc ber a fortune computed at $2,000,000.
tion and sends out into the world
boys and girls developed according to
their individual talents as far as those
talents permit? It is a big question,
but in my next article, I propose to
outline a rational, practical system of I
I
public education which will serve
those ends. Pictorial Review.
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PAINFUL
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BODY
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Genasco

d

HER

MOTHER-IN-LA-

Proved a Wise,

Good

Friend.

young woman out In la. found a
wise, good friend In her

mother-in-law-

,

Jokes notwithstanding. She writes:
"I was greatly troubled with my
stomach, complexion was blotchy and
yellow. After meals I often suffered
sharp pains and would have to lie
down. My mother often told me it
was the coffee I drank at meals. But
when I'd qjult coffee I'd have a severe
headache.
I
"While visiting my mother-in-laremarked that she always made such
good coffee, and asked her to tell me
how. She laughed and told me It was
easy to make good 'coffee' when yon
use Postum.
"I began to use Postum as soon as I
got home, and now we have the same
good 'coffee' (Postum) every day, and
I have no more trouble. Indigestion
la a thing of the past, and my complexion has cleared up beautifully.
"My grandmother suffered a great
deal with her stomach. Her doctor
told her to leave off coffee. She then
took tea but that was Just as bad.
"She finally was Induced to try Post'
urn which she has used for over a
year. She traveled during the winter
over the greater part of Iowa, visiting,
something she had not been able to
do for years. She says she owes her
present good health to Postum."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to Well- villa," In pkga.
Postum now comes in two forms:
Regular Postum must be wall
16c and t5o packages.
boiled
Instant Postum Is a soluble now
der A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
in a cup of hot water and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
Instantly. 30c and 60o tins.
The cost par cup of both kinds la
about the sama.
"There's a Reason" tor Postum.
old by O rocera
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Alcohol and Drug Addictions
cured by a sucucihc course of medicaóoa.
place in Colorado where the
Genuine Keeley Remedies sre administered
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LIST

OFJESCÜED

Names of Those Reported
Saved When Empress
of Ireland Sank.
Ths following la a lUt of ths iuhq-gwr- s
and crew on the
steam-skiof Ireland that hare
keen reported aa am out thoae eared:
BACK.ro RD, Joseph.
SAXJBR, Starr.
ANDY, J. P.

blfnu

BANT ALA, T.
BJLWDEN, Florence, HUlshoro, UL
BAWDKN, Bésale.
BL.YTU. Hlaa.
BOCH, If Isa Bdith, Rochester, Minn.
BOOH,
Rhelnhardt,
Rochester,

SALVATION ARMY.
ATWKLL, MaJ. and Mrs., Toronto.
BALE, Miss Alls, address unknown.
BROOKS. Thomas. Toronto.
DELAMONT. (two brothers) Moose

CAPTAIN

Jaw.

FOORD, Ernst. Toronto.
OREKN, Ernest, Toronto.
OREEN AWAY, Herbert, Toronto.
OREBNAWAY. Mr. and Mrs, Toronto.
daughter of Bandmaster Hannagan,)
daughter of Bandmooster Hannagan.)
Toronto.
JOHNSTON,
amos. Toronto.
KEITH. Alfred, lieutenant, Toronto.
M'AMMON, D, staff captain. Toronto.
MORRIS, MaJ. Frank, Lindsay, Ont
M'INTYRB, Kenneth, Toronto.
8POONER, R., captain. Toronto.
TURTIN, Richard, major, Toronto.
WILSON, George, captain, Toronto.
BIG SEA DISASTERS

BOYLE, Robert
BRHNNAN, B. '
BROWN, William.
BYRNB, John.
BURT, 0. B,
BURROWS, W. T.
CANSTA, W.
CAPPLIN, George.
CLARKSON, H.
CONE, J. M.
COURT. Miss B, Liverpool, Cag.
DARCY, P.
DAVIES, John.
OAYIB8, Peter.
DON A. VAN, Q.
DORTS, John.
LOE" ISH, A.
RZINQBR, Walter.
BV ANSON, Arthur.
FAVEUSTBND. Mrs,
TOROUSON. A.
PENEDAY, Arthur.
PBNTON, Walter.
P18HER, Mrs. John, Chicago.
BTTZPAJUCK, Joba.
FLO IR, Roy.
PUQENT, William.
OARD, John, Chicago.
CAA DIO, A W chief

a

John.
GRAY, Arthur.
6RIVERI, Alex.
CUBSON,

HACKNEY, Miss MaheL wife of
sWwrenoe Irving.
HABS, assistant psrsor.
HAMPTER, W.
MARBANN, Roano.
HEATH, H. Lv, Chicago.
son
HEATH. "Jack,"
Of above.
HELLER, W.
HENDERSON, Ox. V. &
HOHN, 8. F.
HOLT, P. R.
HONRA LAIN, WUUam.
HUGHES, Hugh.
HUGHES, W. H.
JOHNSTONS. Oeorgo, Santa Barbara, Cal.
JUBA1NER, Sims.
KAVAL8KB, Bran, Duluth
KOHL, Miss Grace.
KORONIC, MlchaeL
LAWLER, Herbert.
LE UDELL, R.
LEK, Miss Alice, Nassau, Bahamas.
LOMMI, Malte.
M'CREADY, Thomas.
M'DONALD, C. P.
M'DOUOAU D.
M'WILLIAMS, R.
METCALFE, G. J.
MOUNSBY, Mrs. William, Chicago.
' WSITO, F.
OWBN, W. S.
PROBSI, P.
QUINN. William.
RJCATBTBNTO, Poder.
REGINALD, A., Moroland.
ROBERTS, W.
ROMANUS, John.
ROWER, William.
ROWAN, W., steward.
RYAN, Phona.
RYAN, John.
8ALLNSKI, W.
SAMUHLSON,
COTT.
SHANNON, BeVward.
IMS. John.
SMITH, C. H.
SMITH, H. H.
SMITH, J.
PENCBR, O, bellboy
SCZZBRA, Adam.
TALBACHA, Ales.
WALINSKI, Thorno.
ITBiNRUCH, B., Montreal
WBIS8, Alex.
d

.

a

WHITE, J.

B.

WILLIAMS, O.
SUH, H.
COMBES, G pantryman.
BAM FORD, B., Marconi operate.
BUNTHÜOMB,
Alex., Santo
bars. Cal.
BYRNE. Mr. and Mm,

Australia.
BYRNE. Mrs. G.
ELLIOTT. A., bakor.
FIN LAY, J. M., Liverpool
FOSTSR. S. Bakor.
ORHY, seaman.
Perkloeoa R,
HOLT,

hedióos

steward.
DO ELI K, MososA

ORATW1CK, T.
HAD LEY, Alex, boatswain's mote.
MURPHY, O. S
REGINALD, A.
SAMSON, C. S, chief stswood.
SIMONS, Mrs. ft.
SORAHUB, T.
now AN, J. K tenth soglaeee.
WHITB. Morten.
WILLIAMS, Joseph, asolstent
DfJGKWORTH, O.
NGVBK. Pededoa.
DONOVAN.
PLAN DON.
OlJkRK. Charleo.
SAPOKm
SAVWN.

BL,

BMSaliiir, Joseph. Otdbui.

Bra, Sestil.

SJBARLB, Miss
TQ4CBNT, Mrs. A, PsAroroas.

1150 March
SO.
Steamer Royal
Adelaide wrecked off Margate; oyer
too lives tost
February 16. Troopship Rlr.
kenhead, Qnsenstown to Cape of Good
Hope wrecked; MB Uves lost.
1864 March. Steamer Otty of Glasgow, Liverpool to Philadelphia, with
60 passengers; never hoard from.

ltB

1864

Eleven transports

with

sup-

plies for the army In the Crimea,
wrecked In storm on Black son; nearly 600 Utos lost,
1166 October 14.
Steamer Royal
Charter, wrecked on Uto Angelíes
coast; 4U lives lost
1867 October It. Royal mail steamers Rhone and Wye and about ttfty

other vessels driven ashore sad
wrecked at
Thomas, West Indies,
by a hurricane; about 1,000 Uros lost.
1870 September 7. British warship
Captain foundered off Flnlsterre; 471

It

Uves

lost

April L White Star steamer
Atlantic wrecked off Nova Scotia; 647
1873

Uves

lost

1874 December 6. Emigrant ship
Cospatrlck burned at sea; 4T6 Uvea
lost.
1878 September I. British steams
Princess Alice sank In collision In ths
Thames river; 700 Uves lost
1887 November It. British steamer Wah Young burned; 400 Uves lost
1890 February 17. British steamer
Duburg wrecked In China sea; 406
lives lost.
1890 September 19. Turkish frigate
Brtogrul foundered off coast of Japan;
540 lives lost
1891 March

17.
Steamer Utopia,
sunk by collision ofl
Gibraltar; S74 lives lost
1892 January 18.
Steamer Nam- chow wrecked in China sea; 414 lives

Anchor

Une,

lost

1896 March
11. Spanish cruisei
Reina Regento foundered in the Atlantic at entrance to the Mediterranean;
400 Uves lost
1898 July 4.
La Bourgogne In

ench line steamer
collision with British
Bailing ship Cromartyshire; about 661
i

Uves lost.
1904

June

16.

Steamboat General

BLAMED

AND THEN THEY UNDERSTOOD

Engineer Made Quito
Plain What Had Caused Argument Between Travelers.

Locomotive

TILLS

STORY OF IM
PRESS WRCCK AT CORONER'S INQUEST.

KENDALL

Two commercial traveler while In
train got Into an argument over
the action of the vacuum brake.
"It s the Inflation of the tube that

AJilaasdrink-JlQhmwsDmk-vetybody's Dank

'Ht

UsrfOrfr
ÉBKKEúSJ
f
"'faB
stops the train," declared the first
PLACED UNDER ARREST traveler.
"Wrong, wrong I" shouted the sec
ond. "It's the output of tho exhaustion."
WARRANT SERVED ON COLLIER
Then when the train arrived at the
station they agreed to submit the mat-to- r
AS SOON AS SHE DOCKS
for settlement to the engineer.
AT MONTREAL.
That gentleman, leaning condescend
ingly from his cab, listened with an
attentive frown to the two travelers'
IfMlltl N.pptr Union Nam Srrtc.
Montreal, June 1. With her bows statements of their argument Then
crumpled in and twiated, and a gap he smiled, shook his head and said:
"Well, gents, ye "re both wrong
showing on the port side only a foof.
or so above the water-Une- ,
mute evi- about the workln' of the vacuum
dence of the tragedy In which she fig- brakes. Yet It's very simple and easy
ured, the Norwegian collier Storstad to understand. When we want to stop
tho train we Just turn this valve and
docked hero Sunday afternoon.
then we fill the pipe with vacuum! "
A few minutes later a warrant of ar
by
rest taken out
the Canadian Pacific
"Hard Luck" Story.
Railway, was nailed to her mainmast
A Washington clubman Is firmly
by order of W. Simpson Walker, K.C.,
convinced that the fates are against
register of the Quebec Admiralty.
him. especially with reference to his
'By what authority do you come on golf playing.
-delicious.
board my vessel and place It under ar"It's no use," he said to a friend,
rest?" Captain Anderson, commander "I can't lift the hoodoo
Nine times
of the collier, asked.
refreshing.
out of ten I miss the ball when driving
'By authority of the British Empire." off from the first tee at the Country
curtly replied the deputy sheriff, com club. And every one of those nine
missioned to execute the warrant.
times I look around and find the veranm
da Uned with people, all staring at me
Hlmouskl, Quobec. While final tab with eyes the site of porcelain plaques
ulations of the casualties In the sink on a plate raU. The tenth time, howing of the steamer Empress of Ireland ever, I hit the bail; I knock It to a
were being made Saturday, showing speck. Then I turn proudly around,
that 408 of her passengers and crew my chest swelling with pride. And
BL
Nscknamat eooourafo tubtritiiiloo,
had been rescued and 964 had per there's not a single soul on the veished. Captain Henry George Kendall randa. Everybody has Just gone In."
of the liner waa telling his story of
the disaster at an inquiry conducted
THE COCArCOLA COMPANY ggSg
Its Supply.
by Coroner Plnaud here.
"The meter furnishes light reading, Whenever
S
Attests, Ga.
Captain Kendall in substance de doesn't It?"
you tea ma
ájPP
ijk.
IwlJp
clared that he had taken all possible
Arrow think
Shnw
"Yes, in volumes of gas."
Coes-Coof
fcfcns.
precautions against a collision.
His
iflB
ksw
HsHBHSobs
ship had been stopped, he gave th
If you wish beautiful, clear whitn
requisite signals when the Danish ool clothes,
use Red Croes Bag Blue. At all
tier Storstad, which dealt the blow good grocers. Adv.
which sent the Empress to the bottom
harness and saddles. We sell direct to
The high price of egga has done Of the Poo trouble-proo- f
was still two miles away, but 'he col
you. Save the dealer's profit. C. W. POE, BOULDER, COLO.
Her had kept on through the fog which much to reduce stage fright
settled soon after the two vessels
Sighted each other, and had rammed
the Bmpress while the latter was virtually motionless.
Then, despite his plea to the master
of the collier that he run his engines
full speed ahead, to keep the hole in
s
the liner's side plugged with the
bow. said Captain Kendall, the
Danish vessel backed away, the water
rushed In, and the Empress sank.
Captain Kendall, who stuck to the
bridge of his ship to the last, and after
being picked up by a lifeboat aided in
saving ,& boatload of persons from
the wreck, took up his story of the
disaster from the point at which the
Empress of Ireland, bound from Quebec for Liverpool, had dropped her pilot Thursday night at Father Point
near which the disaster of Thursday
morning occurred.

A ''Rigorously good

g

S

Thiret quenching

I

and

I

Uves lost.
Calls for Inquiry.
London, May 30. The London morn
ing papers In commenting editorially
oa the disaster caU for a thorough Investigation as to whether the bulkheads were closed, and, If so, how was
It that the most modern system of
watertight compartments failed to
keep the ship from sinking T
The claim for the Bmpress of Ireland will be the heaviest suffer od by
the Lloyds underwriters since the
sinking of the Titanic. It Is expected

give a serious
cheek to the scheme for establishing
a Canadian Ueyds, with a view of reducing the rates charged In London
for Insuring vessels navigating the
St. Lawrence.
Statistic show that the underwriters have consistently lost money on
such voyages, owing to the dangers of
the river and the prevalence of fogs
and toe.
dUoflai, conThe Times, In a
siders thgt nothing could have saved
the Empresa of Ireland, considering
the nature of the oelUston, but asks
"What was the Storstad doing to run
tato the Bmpress of Ireland with snob
asatdenness and violence?"

that the disaster

wUl

B

The national baverage

SSSk
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Stor-stad'-

if

Havearorch
Party with

WRIGLEYSkv

Slocum, took fire going through Hell
Gate, East river; over 1,000 Uvas lost.
Funeral Ship Lands Wreck Victime.
1904 June
28.
Steamer Norgs
Quebec. The Canadian government
wrecked off Scottish coast; 646 Uves steamer I,ady Grey brought from
lost.
Rimouskl Sunday 188 bodies recovered
1905 September 18. Japanese war- from the wreck of the Empress of Ireship Mlkasa sunk by explosion; 699 land. The historic heights overlookUves lost.
ing the St. lwrence were black with
1908 March 23. Japana.se steamer spectators as the funeral ship moved
Mutsu Maru sunk In collision near slowly up the river. The coffins were
Hakodate; 800 Uves lost.
carried ashore and the mournful work
1908 April 30.
Japanese training of identification began without delay.
oruisor Matsu Sbima sunk by ex
The lady Grey was escorted by the
plosion off the Pescadores; 200 Uves British armored cruiser Bssex, and
lost.
fifty sailors from the war ship with
1908 July 26. Steamer Y lug King bared heads laid the coffins In rows
foundered off Hongkong; 800 Uves lost on three tables stretched under the
1909 August 1.
British steamer freight sheds on the pier. The buildWaratah. from Sydney via Port Natal ing was draped In black. A crowd that
for London, left Port Natal July 26; included many of the survivors and
never heard from; 800 Uves lost.
relatives and friends of the dead
1909 November 14. Steamer Seyne waited In silence for permission to
sunk In collision with steamer Onda pass down, the aisles between the
off Singapore; 100 Uvea lost.
rows of bódies.
1910 February
t. French line
steamer General Chañar wrecked off
Minorca; 200 11 vos lost
1911 April 2. Steamer Room buna
wrecked; 160 lives lost
1911 September 26. French battle
ship Liberto sank by explosion In Tou
lon harbor; 268 Uves lost.
1911 April
14. Steamer Titanic,
White Star Une, wrecked by collision
with Iceberg; about 1,603 lives lost
1914 May 19. Steamer Empress of
Ireland and collier Storstad collide In
Oulf of St Lawrence; more than 800

1

and keenly

KERMIT ROOSEVELT

It's the ideal offering to
guests or family, especially

after dinner.
It's the hospitality gum

so perfectly
packed that it
stays perfectly
fresh and clean.

It costs

most nothing but people
like It better

MEETS KINO.

than much
more costly things.

Alfonso Anxious to Meat
Date of Wedding Changed.
Madrid. King Alfonso received In

audience Kermlt Roosevelt together
with Col. Joseph E. WUlard. American
ambassador to Spain; Mrs. WUlard
and Miss Belle Wyatt WUlard.
His majesty conversed for some
time with Kermlt Roosevelt, questioning him on his recent experiences In
Brazil and listening attentively to
the narrative of the explorations made
by the party.
The kin said he desired to meet
Col. Roosevelt when he came to Spain
to attend the wedding.
The church wedding as well as the
clvU wedding Is to take place on June
10 Instead of June 11, owing to tho lat
ter being Corpus Chrlstl day.
New York. Theodore Roosevelt accompanied by PhUlp Roosevelt a
young cousin, and his eldest daughter,
Mrs. Nicholas Lougworth of Cincin
nati, sailed for Spain on the steamship
Olympia to attend the wedding of his
son, Kermlt In Madrid on June 10, to
Miss Belle WUlard.

Priests and Nuns Ousted by Villa
Torreón, Méx. General Villa began
war against the church In Mexico by
ordering the expulsion of aU priests
and enforcing It in the case of twelve
Jesuits from Saltillo. They are of va
rious natlonaUUea He told them to
get to the border and never return
Villa said he also would expel all nuns
not In charge of young girls In con
vents. He accuses the church of hav
tng exercised undue Influence In favor
of Huerta and contributing large sums
to ths support of the federal army.

al-

It relieves all "overeaten" feelings refreshes the mouth-clea- nses

the teeth
beautifully.
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LAIL
Colquitt

Chas. Lodge came over from
Dawson, Sunday on a visit.

is gelling out.

Good beds at the Antler
only 50c.

SUPPLY

Hotel
Colquitt is selling out.

Capt. French was a business
Miss Vesta Kiker went to Raton
visitor in Katon the first ol the Monday to le in attendance of the
week.
County Teachers Institute vhich
is in session this week.

Weber's Bakery

Katon Crystal
the market, J.
Agent.

Bakers' Goods and

Ice,
VV.

the best on
Swearingen,

All branches of the dental art
carefully practiced. Dr. Locke.

Hawks are doing much damage
Byron Connetl returned frum
Taos. Sundav, having abandoned to poultry owners in this city, and
his motor cycle at Ute Park owing not a few people are complaining
about the heavy losses of little
to the heavy roads in the canyon.
chicks.

Confectioners

Swastika coal, the most heat for
vour money, sold by J. W.

COMPANY
WE SELL.

AH Kinds of Farming Implement

Practically all of the Cimarron
are attending the Institute at Katon this week.

Wagons
Buggies

to Crow creek,
The News is working for you and
Wednesday morning to resume his
work on the bridge over that little the community every week. What
are YOU, not the other fellow, dostream.
ing for it)
C. Cox went

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and BesT: Companies Represented.
Let The

News Estimate On

Your

Next Job

Patronize home industry and
Mrs. C. M. Kohr claims the disbuy your bakery goods at Weber's
tinction of having the first sweet
Restaurant and Bakery.
sweet to bloom in Cimarron this
year. The blossoms were out last
Mrs. W. E. Whiteman returned
Thursday.
last week with her children from
a several weeks visit in
lobn Livingston departed Wednesday for the upper part of the
county to supervise some road and
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Sprague rebridge work for the county road
turned last Thursday from a four board.
weeks vacation with relatives in
southeastern Kansas.
Meals at all hours are served at
Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.
D. B. Cole and his brother Joe
were called to Brownsville, Texas
Colquitt is selling out.
to the bedside of their father who
is seriously ill with an attack of
paralysis.
Dr. S. Alonzo Bright of Albuquerque will deliver a sermon at
the M. K. church Sunday evening.
He is a forceful and intelligent orator and will be greeted with a
large congregation.
Through an oversight the News
failed to chronicle the arrival of a
pound girl at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Theo. Heck on May 17,
Both mother and daughter are doing nicely and T. R. is the happiest father in seventeen states.

Harness and Saddles
Lumber and Other Building Materia!

Hardware

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants

in these lines

EEBg3EB3B33BB

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
SiandaAcl cfineandeieeni Oil JLamfk of ihe

llord

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence,
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

High grade dentistry is my proAll work guaranteed. Dr.
Locke.

fession.

Z. A. Curtis, foreman of the
Adams Cattle company, came down
from the Bartlett Ranch the first
of the week for a brief visit with
his family. His son Jim, returned
with him to the ranch.

Dr. and Mrs.
60,000

cnnt

70,000

There are 60,000 postorfices in the United States operated by the Government.

nrirlllv in

"ir-irtit-

There are 70,000 cities and towns reached by telephone.
The Government rents or owns the postoffice
and pays the wages of the postal clerks.
The biggest item in the mail service
of private enterprise.

buildings,

the transportation

of

owns the mail pouches,

the

mails-- is

The Government doesn't own a single postal car, an engine, or a mile
It depends entirely upon private enterprise
that makes its mail service possible.

The

Hll Svstem

the railroads

in the

of

hands

track.

for the essential thing

has 10,000 more offices than there are post office.

Every mile of wire, every pole, and every switchboard that helps to furniih the
Uni venal Service of the Bell System was paid for and is owned by private enter-piis-

The district court, including Attorney Remley,
Judge Neblct,
Court Stenographer Miss Parker,
and others attached to the staff motored to Taos, Saturday and opened the spring term on Monday.
The session will be a strenuous one
for the court as no court was held
at that place last fall. H. C. Ellis and Fred Whitney motored the
party to the ancient town returning on Sunday.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

Delivered

Any
Quantity
In

EE

Maxwell
(Continued

from 1st page.)

Many of the farmers have refused
to raise sugar beets this year con- tending that the haul was too far

tor reasonable profit.
Water is running to waste ia the
Vermejo and all the reservoirs on
the tract are full.

Delivered

At Any
Time

FULL WEIGHT
Get the kind that

e.

In the mountain region alone, the territory served by your telephone company,
there are 3,151 telephone offices, handling over a million calls every day.

at the right prices

Elliot of Dawson

tftic
an4
viewing the canyon. Owing to the
heavy rains later in the day they
were compelled to spend ii night
in Cimarron, the roads being too
heavy for auto travel. They departed Monday morning.

Prívate Enterprise

Job Printing at the News

is live, artificial ice,

that

is frozen natural

and keeps longer and cooler, than any other kind. Give it a test

Cimarron Meat Market

